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FOREWORD 

The purpose of this manual is to describe the IBM 
System/36 0 , Model 20, and show how it may be used 
to process six basic applications: billing, accounts 
receivable, sales analysis, inventory control, 
accounts payable, and payroll. 

Since the Model 20 is available with many 
different combinations of input and output units, 
there are many different ways to solve the same 
problem. This manual illustrates various 
approaches to applications with various configura
tions of the Model 20 and shows techniques of using 
it. In many cases the Model 20 technique is com
pared With the standard punched card method to 

show differences in approach to the same problem. 

The final solution of any application depends upon 
the needs of the individual user. Selection of a 
particular configuration of the Model 20 depends 
upon meeting the needs of all applications within a 
user's installation. Because many of the basic ap
plications illustrated are interrelated, their rela
tionships must be examined in putting together a 
complete system. For example, the output of the 
billing application becomes input to sales analysis, 
accounts receivable and inventory control. In con
sidering one application the others must also be 
considered. 
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SYSTEM/360, MODEL 20 

The System/360, Model 20, Card Processing 
System offers the advantages of stored program
ming to the user who is ready to change from a 
manual or conventional punched card system to a 
more powerful and flexible solution to his data 
processing problems. The System/360, Model 20, 
handles card processing requirements with a new de
gree of sophistication. As a new member of the IBM 
System/360 family, it combines new technologies with 
a variety of input and output devices at lower costs to 
make a powerful, inexpensive data processing system. 

The components of the system are: 
2020 Processing Unit 
2560 Multi-Function Card Machine 
2501 Card Reader, Model AI or A2 
2520 Card Punch, Model A2 or A3 
2520 Card Read Punch, Model Al 
1442 Card Punch, Model 5 
2203 Printer, Model Al 
1403 Printer, Model 2 or 7 
Communications Adapter 

2020 PROCESSING UNIT 

The System/360, Model 20, Card Processing 
System is controlled by the 2020 Processing Unit, 
which uses magnetic core storage to store both in
structions and data. The processing unit has been 
designed to permit overlapped or "simultaneous" 
combinations of functions such as card reading, 
card punching, line printing, and processing of data. 
The console contains the necessary switches and 
indicators to operate and control the system. Addi
tional switches and indicators are located on the 
various input/output units included in the system. 

The processing unit is available in the following 
models: 

Model B--4, 096 core storage positions 
Model C--8, 192 core storage positions 
Model D--16, 384 core storage positions 

2560 MULTI-FUNCTION CARD MACHINE 

The Multi-Function Card Machine (or MFCM) permits 
an unprecedented degree of card handling on a single 
pass through the system. This versatile card-handling 
input/output unit for the system is equipped with two 
hoppers and five stackers. Anoptionalprintingfeature 
fulfills card printing requirements in a range from 
simple interpreting to preparation of a six-line card 
document. The machine has the functional flexibility to 
read, punch and print cards from either or both hoppers 
and to direct any card to any of the stackers, thus 
permitting card collating or separating. The MFCM 
reads 500 cards per minute, punches 160 columns 
per second, and prints on cards at the rate of 140 
character columns per second. 

Cards are fed into the machine on a parallel basis. 
Each feed has its own path through the reading station, 
which reads the cards serially, column by column. 
The card paths merge before a single punching station. 
Cards are punched column by column, and punching 
can be terminated at any column and the card ejected 
from the punch station. 

The optional card printing feature may be speci
fied for two, four, or six lines of printing. Printing 
is accomplished serially, character by character, 
as the card moves through the print station. The 
speed of operation is the same regardless of the 
number of print heads in operation. The print 
spacing is ten characters per inch and as many as 
64 characters in length per line. The print heads 
can be adjusted by the operator to print on any of 
25 lines on the card. 

The five stackers of the MFCM are standard. A 
card, after ejection from the print station, con
tinues its motion and then enters the radial 
stackers. Any card can be directed to any stacker 
regardless of the hopper from which it came, thus 
enabling collating and/or separating. 

2501 CARD READER 

The 2501 Card Reader is a low-cost, compact 
card-reading unit which operates at a speed of 
either 600 cards per minute (Model AI) or 1, 000 
cards per minute (Model A2). 

2520 CARD PUNCH AND 2520 CARD READ PUNCH 

The 2520 satisfies the requirement for high-volume 
punched output. As a punching unit, it is offered in two 
speeds: 500 cards per minute (Model A2) and 300 cards 
per minute (Model A3). If reading and punching in the 
same card are required, the Model Al Card Read Punch 
is available, which operates at a speed of 500 cards per 
minute for both reading and punching functions. 

1442 CARD PUNCH, MODEL 5 

The 1442, Model 5, provides a low-cost punched 
output. Cards are fed from the card hopper through 
a serial punch station to a stacker. Punching speed 
depends upon the last column punched and ranges 
from 91 cpm, when all 80 columns are punched to 
360 cpm when only the first column is punched. 

2203 PRINTER, MODEL Al 

The 2203 Printer employs a single typebar which 
moves in a horizontal plane. Typebars may contain 
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a 13-character set, 39-character set, 52-character 
set or 63-character set. They may be changed by 
the operator to meet printing needs. The standard 
2203 has a print span of 120 positions with 24 
additional positions optional. 

Lines-per-minute output varies with the number 
of characters contained in the typebar: 

Character Set Model Al 

13 750lpm 

39 425lpm 

52 350lpm 

63 300lpm 

Forms movement is directed by a paper tape
controlled carriage in conjunction with the program. 
As an optional feature, a dual-feed carriage is 
available. 

1403 PRINTER, MODEL 2 or 7 

The 1403 Printer provides high-speed printing for 
the System/360, Model 20. The Model 2 has a 
rated speed of 600 lines per minute with a print 
span of 132 characters. It utilizes a 48-character 
set and a dual-speed tape-controlled carriage. 

The Model 7 has a rated speed of 600 lines per 
minute with a print span of 120 characters. It 
utilizes a 48-character set and a single-speed tape
controlled carriage. 

COMMUNICATIONS ADAPTER 

As an optional feature, a communications adapter can 
be provided. This allows communications via common
carrier lines with single terminals or systems. 

The primary application of this feature is to allow 
the Model 20 system to be employed as a remote proc
essing terminal in various branches of larger com
panys. Operation of the communications adapter can 
be over lapped with other system functions such as 
printing and card punching. The device is housed 
within the processing unit. 

SYSTEM CONFIGURATIONS 

A substantial number of case studies reveal that 
there are two basic System/360, Model 20 con
figurations with minor variations in each -
Multifunction Operation and Simulated Accounting 
Machine/Calculator Operation. 
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Multifunction Operation 

This configuration consists of the 2020 Processing 
Unit, the MFCM, and a printer. A 2501 Card 
Reader can be added. This system can perform 
the functions and applications of a complete punched 
card equipment installation, with only keypunches, 
verifiers and sorters required additionally. 

One major advantage of the multifunction system 
approach relates to the handling of master and 
balance files. With the two feeds of the MFCM, 
master files need not be separated to process 
affected records. The complete master file may 
be placed in one feed of the MFCM, with transaction 
cards placed in the other. The master file is 
passed until an affected master record is located. 
Data from the master file record is used as desired 
and then the file is searched for the next affected 
record. The sequence of the master file is not 
disturbed. Considerable time is saved as separate 
collating, merging, gang punching and interpreting 
steps are eliminated. 

With the addition of a 2501 Card Reader, the 
entire file of balance cards is passed against trans
action cards until an affected balance card is 
located. Mter updating the record, a new balance 
card is punched and inserted in the file in sequence 
by the MFCM. The old balance card is selected 
into a separate pocket. Thus the file is updated with 
only one processing. Machine and card handling 
time are thereby greatly reduced. 

The multifunction approach provides a substantial 
improvement in handling not only present punched 
card applications but also new applications not 
feasible with present equipment. 

Simulated Accounting Machine/Calculator Operation 

With the appropriate combinations of the 2501 Card 
Reader and 2520 Card Read Punch or Card Punch, 
the Model 20 is used in a manner similar to com
bined accounting machine and calculator operation. 
The Model 20 handles high-volume jobs, while 
peripheral runs such as sorting, collating, and 
interpreting are performed by additional machines. 
This type of configuration will also support 
equipment in installations where larger data 
processing systems are installed. 

PROGRAMMING 

In order to simplify programming on the Model 20, 
mM has developed a method known as the RPG 
(Report Program Generator). RPG, which is a deck 
of program cards, automatically converts job speci
fications into Model 20 programs. 



Job specifications include a description of (1) 
the cards used as input, (2) the calculations to be 
performed, and (3) the output cards and/or reports. 
The form which describes the input cards includes 
such detail as field location and name, card type, 
sequence of input, control fields, special codes, 
etc. The form describing the calculations is similar 
to a 602 or 604 planning chart and includes the fac
tor locations, operations to be performed, and the 
results. The output format specifications form 
describes the cards to be punched and the reports 
to be printed. 

The specification forms are completed for each 
job to be performed by the system. From the 
completed forms, specification cards are key
punched and entered into the Model 20 with the 
RPG program deck. The RPG program reads the 
job specification cards and produces a program in 
storage that will perform the required processing. 
The data cards for the job are then entered into the 
system and the deSired processing and results are 
obtained. 

Like a permanently wired control panel, the 
specification cards become a permanent file and 
are altered only when the specifications for the job 
are changed. 

ADVANTAGES 
The System/360 is IBM's new approach to data 
processing. Major development efforts have been 
directed to this series of computers. 

The Model 20 is designed to bring full-scale 
data processing capabilities to a level that 
could heretofore be met only with punched card 
equipment. 

It offers: 

• More flexibility by multifunction operations 
with the MFCM 

• Higher reading and punching speed with 
high-speed card input/output 

• Higher printing speed 
• Input/output functions and speed tailored to 

special requirements 
• Present expansion capabilities such as 

dual-feed carriage, variable character set for 
printing, additional storage, and printing on 
a card 

The main advantages of the System/360, 
Model 20, over existing punched card equipment 
are: 

• Higher throughput, resulting in faster com
pletion of jobs, free capacity for new applications 

• More calculation and logical decision power, 
resulting in more sophisticated applications with 
more expressive reports 

• More streamlined organization by multifunction 
approach, resulting in reduced card handling, 
simplified scheduling of jobs, and reduced man
power requirements 

• Upward growth within the Model 20 and into 
larger models of the System/360 
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BILLING 

The basic objective of billing is the creation of a 
customer invoice, detailing what was sold, to whom, 
for how much, the terms of the sale, and other mis
cellaneous data describing the sale. In addition, 
billing serves as the basic entry to such applications 
as accounts receivable, sales analysis and inventory 
control. 

Before the writing of the invoice there are many 
ways in which the necessary data for billing is 
gathered and assembled. These are dependent on 
the type of industry, volume of invoices, types and 
numbers of products, speed of delivery necessary, 
inventory policies, customer volumes, frequency 
and method of ordering, and warehousing practices. 

Some of the more common methods of gathering 
the billing data and/or card creation are card-order 
conversion, Wlit tub files, denominated or reservoir 
tubs, batch billing, keypWlching, master card in
sertion, order writing, and the bin plan. (See the 
IDM general information manual "Order Writing, 
Billing and Sales Analysis", E20-8036.) Depending 
on the circumstances, customer data (heading cards) 
may be either hand- or machine-selected. 

Another variation of billing methods concerns the 
checking or screening of inventory availability be
fore the writing of the invoice to ensure that goods 
ordered are actually on hand. Where such a method 
is used, the invoice is prepared before selection of 
goods shipped and accompanies the shipment. In 
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such a case inventory files are updated after 
billing. 

Because of the virtually limitless methods of 
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Figure 2. Unit tub file card 

order, or by using miscellaneous data cards with 
invoice number prepunched and the miscellaneous 
data punched manually. 

The assembled cards are read into the Model 20 
through the card reader. Blank cards are placed in 
the card punch. The invoices are printed by the 
printer. Extensions are performed as indicated by 
the RPG program. Data for the invoice summary 
cards is assembled and then punched into a blank 
card by the card punch. Billing totals are accumu
lated. At the same time, various other figures may 
be collected and summarized for analysis after 
billing is completed. Such data might be gross 
profit figures, analysis by product line or by 
regional areas. The amount of data summarized 
depends upon storage capacity and available infor
mation. 
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After the invoiCing run, billing cards are sepa
rated. The commodity cards become the entries to 
inventory control and sales analysis. 

The invoice summary cards are listed to prepare 
the sales register. Totals are checked against 
billing totals for control. Cards are then inter
preted and enter the accounts receivable application. 

It is not necessary to punch individual extensions 
into the commodity cards. The speed of calculating 
in the Model 20 makes it feasible to perform ex
tensions each time the commodity cards are proc
essed for analysis. 

This method of billing, flowcharted in Figure 3, 
offers a definite speed advantage over the con
ventional punched card method of invoice prepa
ration. 
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Misc. Data 
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Invoices M 20 f-----.tInvoice Summary Cardl-----.t M 20 Sales Register 

To File To Inventory 
Control and Sales 

Analysis 

Misc. Data 

Destroy 

Interpret 

To 
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Receivable 

Figure 3. Billing with preassembled cards using the card reader, punch and printer 

NATIONAL PRODUCTS INC. 
GRE ENVIL LE. MASS. 

r-SEAVIEW HOME SUPPLY SOLD CO 
TO 14 OCEANSIDE AVE 1 

L-RICHARDS REEF N H 

SHIP r-SEAVIEW HOME SUPPLY CO 

TO 
14 OCEANSIDE AVE 

LRICHARDS REEF N H 

CUST. NO. SHIP VIA SALESMAN CUST. ORDER 
NO. 

10341 FREIGHT 86 311 

COMMODITY 
DESCRIPTION QUANTITY CODE UNI1' PRICE 

19941 KOlDFlO ElEC FAN 12IN 36 2'95 
19949 KOLDFlO ELEC FAN 8IN 72 2 :50 
42641 KORN KING CORN POPPER 3 4160 
66488 VACU-LOK VACUUM STS 2PT 36 188 
12996 LUXURY HEAT PADS 12 3 :50 , 

I , 
I 
I , 
I 
I 
I 

Figure 4. Typical invoice 

INVOICE 

NUMBER 

2 3 4 5 

INVOICE 

D,r 415\ 

AMOUNT 

106:20 
180 100 

13 :80 
31,68 
42 100 

I 

373:68 , 
I , 
I , , 
I 
I , 

BILIlNG USING THE MFCM AND PRlNTER 

In this example, it is assumed that billing cards are 
created by pulling from tub files. Quantity mayor 
may not have to be punched. A miscellaneous data 
card and a customer number card must be created. 
Customer number must be gang-punched or dupli
cated into the billing cards. Billing cards are 
sorted into customer-number sequence and placed 
in the MFCM. The name and address file is placed 
in the other feed of the MFCM. 
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The name and address file is passed until an 
equal comparison is reached between the name and 
address card and the first billing card. Name and 
address is printed on the invoice, the miscellaneous 
data card is printed, and the invoice cards are ex
tended and printed, as shown in Figure 4. (The re
sult of the extension does not have to be punched 
into each billing card, because the extension can be 
performed quickly every time the card is used for 
analysis or reporting functions.) Billing data is 
accumulated for each invoice and punched, along 
with indicative information in the customer number 
card to create an invoice summary card. At the 
same time summary data may be accumulated for 
control and reporting purposes. 

Invoice summary cards are listed to provide a 

Cust. No. Card 

Commod. 

Commod. 

Cust. No. Seq. 

M 20 

sales register, interpreted, and used as entry to 
the accounts receivable procedure. If the inter
preting device on the MFCM is used, invoice sum
mary cards may be interpreted during the billing 
run. Cards are separated in the MFCM by type. 
Commodity cards are held aside for inventory con
trol and sales analysis. 

The entire name and address file is passed 
through the MFCM, and only those cards for 
customers to be billed are printed. The sequence 
of the file is not disturbed. This eliminates col
lating steps to select proper name and address 
cards, or manually pulling and refiling the cards. 
With the reading speed of the MFCM, manual and/or 
processing time may be saved. The flow of data for 
this procedure is shown in Figure 5. 

Invoice 

Name and 
Address File 

Invoice Summary 
Card Commodity Cards To Inventory Control 

and Sales Analvsis 

Figure 5. Billing using the MFCM and printer 
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BATCH BILIlNG USING THE CARD READ PUNCH 
AND PRINTER 

Batch billing offers a method of billing with the 
minimum amount of manual processing, and, in 
addition, provides for checking inventory availa
bility before writing invoices. After the miscel
laneous data card is punched, commodity cards 
consisting of customer number (duplicated from the 
miscellaneous data card), item number and quantity 
are punched, one for each line item. (They may also 
be prepared by card-order conversion.) A card is 
also created with only customer number punched in 
it; this will become the invoice summary card. The 
three types of cards are separated. 

2. Quantities ordered are subtracted from the 
balance totals. The new balance will be punched 
into the new balance card. 

3. If no stock is available, the quantity-shipped 
field is punched to indicate this. 

4. Such extensions as are necessary are per
formed (quantity times price, quantity times 
weight, quantity times cost, etc.). 

5. Available balance is checked against mini
mum to see whether order action is necessary. 

6. A transaction register is printed. 
7. Various summary data is accumulated as 

desired. 

Commodity cards are sorted by commodity code. 
Commodity balance cards are merged ahead of each 
group, and blank cards (to become new balance 
cards) are merged behind each group (Figure 6). 

The following operations take place in the Model 
20: 

1. Indicative information for the item is gang
punched from the balance card into all others. 

Cards are separated by type, The previously 
punched miscellaneous data cards are placed ahead 
of the commodity cards, which are followed by the 
cards with customer number punched in them. They 
are then sorted by customer number. Name and 
address cards are merged ahead of each set of 
order cards, and all cards are then entered in the 
card read punch. 
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Figure 6. Batch billing cards, balance commodity, and blank cards 
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Old Commodity 
Bal. Card. 

Cust. No. Card 

Commod. Card 

Commod. Card 

Com mod. Card 

Sort by Commodity 
Number 

Blank 

Commod. Card 

Commod. Card 

Commodity 
Balance 

Card 

M 20 

Blank Cards 

Transaction 
Register 

New Commodity 
Bal. Card. 

Misc. Data 

Figure 7. Batch billing with the card reader, punch and printer (1 of 2) 
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Cust. No. Card 

Commodity 

Commodity 

M 20 Invoice 

Name and 
Address Cards Misc. Data Cards 

Commodity 
Cards 

Invoice Summary 
Card 

To Sales Analysis 

Figure 7. Batch billing with the card reader, punch and printer (2 of 2) 

In the billing run, the invoices are prepared. 
Customer identification data is punched into invoice 
cards. Summary data and identification data are 
punched into the customer number card to make it 
an invoice summary card. Dollar controls from 
this run are checked against the totals on the 
transaction register to ensure accuracy. 

M 20 

Interpret 

To Accounts 
Receivable 

Sales Register 

Cards are then sorted by type. The invoice 
summary cards are listed to prepare a sales 
register, interpreted, and used as entry to the 
accounts receivable application. Commodity cards 
are held for various types of sales analysis. 

The flowchart for this procedure is shown in 
Figure 7. 
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BILLING WITH INVENTORY SCREENING USING 
THE MFCM AND PRINTER 

In this method of billing, the commodity cards may 
be either partially punched with customer number 
and item number or they may be fully punched. The 
cards are sorted by type, and the commodity cards 
are then sorted by commodity number. 

Commodity cards are placed in one feed of the 
MFCM, and the commodity master file in the other. 
Whenever the commodity number in a commodity 
card matches the commodity number in a commodity 
master card, the inventory balance is checked to 
determine whether stock is available. If it is, the 
quantity to be shipped is punched in the commodity 
card, and the inventory balance is reduced. If there 
is insufficient stock, either the remainder amount 
or zeros are punched in the quantity-shipped field. 
If the cards are partially punched, descriptive in
formation from the master card is punched into the 
quantity card. Extensions are calculated and may 
be punched if desired. At the same time a trans
action register is prepared of items active on that 
day. Calculations may be performed and printed 
for management action as needed if items go below 
minimum or order point. Control and summary 
analysis figures may be accumulated, depending 
upon storage availability and individual desires. 

INVOICE 
HUMBER 

ACCOUNT 

"'UMBER 
ACCOUNT NAME 

SALES REGISTER 

T 
DATING 

RANS r--r-
.lBBR l. MO __ ~~ 

REFERENCE 
NUMBER 

INVOICE DT 

Mol DAyl YR 

Since new balance cards are not created at this 
time, the time necessary to produce the invoices is 
reduced. With the master file being passed as a 
unit, its sequence remains the same after proc
essing. Thus collating operations are reduced, and 
card-handling time is kept to a minimum. 

Miscellaneous data cards are placed ahead of the 
commodity cards, customer number cards after 
them, and they are sorted by customer number. 
They are placed in one feed of the MFCM, and the 
name and address file is placed in the other. In
voices are prepared, with the necessary control 
and summary totals accumulated. The customer 
number card is punched with invoice summary data. 
Cards are separated into different pockets. Com
modity cards are subsequently used for the inventory 
control and sales analysis functions. The invoice 
summary cards are listed for a sales register 
(Figure 8) and become the entry to accounts 
receivable. The name and address file, which 
remained intact, is returned to its location. 

The entire billing and inventory screening oper
ation has been performed with a minimum of 
machine and manual processing. Only three sorting 
and three Model 20 operations are necessary to 
complete the entire billing operation, as shown in 
the flowchart in Figure 9. 

MDSE 
TERMS 

ACCOUNTS 

RECEIVABLE 

PARCEL 

POST 

MERCHANDISE 

AMOUHT 
SLM 

16783 11886 FINES FASHIONS INC INV 
INV 
INV 
INV 
INV 
INV 
INV 
INV 
INV 
INV 
INV 
INV 

3051 
3025 
3046 
3017 
3022 
3029 
3049 
3012 
3066 
3028 
3011 
3053 

4'18: - 2 : 86:401 ': : 86'40 16 
4 18' - 2 1403 110: : I 1403:10 41 16784 12093 FINNEGANS INC 
4 18: - 2 1345 105 1 I I '345105 43 
4 18, - 2 : 700 :60 , , :700 '60 16 
4181- 2 1,253,40' I 1,253:40 18 
4 18' - N '48 152: 3:02 '45,50 17 
4 18: - 2 :107:05, , :107'05 23 
4 : 18 , - 2 1345,10 I , 1345 110 41 
4,18'- 2 '165'35: : 1165:35 22 
4 118'- 2 :316:05, I :316105 16 
4:18: - N 143,60,,2:95: ,40'65 43 
4118'- 2 11129 102: ' 1 1 11129:02 13 

" I' , I I I I , 

'--....;I~l-_.J--""------.....J~....- 1 ...L-

16785 12128 FISHER BROS INC 
16786 12206 FLOR DELIOS INC 
16787 12720 FORDHAM FABRICS CO 
16788 12803 FRANKELS & SMITH 
1~789 12815 FREEMANS & FOSTER 
16790 12900 GAD SONS INC 
16791 13260 GIBNEY & SONS 
16792 13265 GLOBAL 01 STR INC 
16793 12390 HAYES DROBNEY INC 
16794 14619 HIGH BRIDGE 

""--'-----..L. __ --~i.--- -

Figure 8. Sales register 
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Figure 9. Billing with inventory screening using the MFCM 
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ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE 

Accounts receivable is the amount of money owed to 
a company by its customers for merchandise sold 
or services rendered on a credit basis. In general, 
the purpose of accounts receivable procedures, in 
addition to accounting for all receivable trans
actions, is to facilitate collecting money owed, to 
minimize any losses from bad debts, and to main
tain customer goodwill through prompt and accurate 
recordkeeping. 

All transactions, including charges for mer
chandise sold or services rendered, payments, 
credit and debit memos, and journal entries, must 
be recorded in chronological sequence and then 
charged or credited to the proper customer 
accounts. There are two basic approaches to this 
function: open-item and balance-forward. 

Open-item approach. Under this approach, a 
separate record of each unpaid invoice is main
tained. This record is a punched card. Essen
tially, open-item procedures work as follows: 

An accounts receivable file containing one card 
for each open item is maintained. For each invoice 
written a card is inserted in the file. When a pay
ment is made it is applied by removing the cards 
that represent the invoices paid. These cards are 
usually completed by punching the amount paid, 
any discount, and the date paid. They then become 
the cash credit cards. If the payment does not 
cover the full amount owed, it is applied to the 
oldest open item (s), and a credit card is punched 
for any amount which cannot be applied to a specif
ic item. Thus, under this approach, the accounts 
receivable ledger file contains only the open items, 
and continues to contain such items until they have 
been paid. 

Balance-forward approach. Under this approach 
a record of the customer's total outstanding balance 
is maintained, and payments are applied against the 
balance rather than individual invoices. Essential
ly, balance-forward procedures work as follows: 

A balance file is maintained containing balance 
cards which reflect the status of the accounts at 
the end of the previous period. For each invoice 
prepared a card is inserted into the file. Payments 
are applied by punching a cash credit card for each 
payment and placing the card in the file as a credit 
entry. Thus, under this approach the accounts re
ceivable file contains detail cards for all charges 
and credits for the current period, and a balance
forward card for the total of all transactions prior 
to the current period. 

The choice of the particular method used depends 
on the requirements of individual companies. In 
either approach, however, most of the entries are 
made by automatically inserting machine-prepared 
receivable cards into punched card receivables 
files. 

The follOWing pages describe typical procedures 
for punched card conventional approaches and 
Model 20 approaches to open-item and balance
forward accounts receivable. 

PUNCHED CARD CONVENTIONAL APPROACHES 

Open-Item 

During the billing procedure, when the invoices 
are printed, an invoice summary card is automat
ically punched. It contains account name and num
ber, invoice date and number, invoice amount, 
terms, and entry code. The summary cards, re
ferred to as receivables cards (Figure 10), are 
interpreted and used to prepare the accounts re
ceivable register (Figure 11). Registers are 
prepared daily for invoices and credit memoran
dums, and monthly for journal entries. 

After the accounts receivable register is listed 
and balanced, the accounts receivable totals (which 
were automatically accumulated and printed for 
each control group) are posted to the control book. 
The cards are then collated into the open-item 
accounts receivable file. The procedure discussed 
thus far is shown in Figure 12. 

The open-item accounts receivable file contains 
cards for all open accounts receivable entries. 
The file is the means of maintaining customer 
balances and is used in the automatic preparation 
of trial balances and customer statements, and for 
reference purposes. 

Posting to this file is accomplished by merging 
the accounts receivable cards into the file. The 
presence of a card in the file is the equivalent of 
a posting. 

Applying Payments 

Customer remittances are sorted into alphabetic 
sequence. The amount received is marked either 
on the tearoff slip of the invoice, on the customer's 
remittance statement, or on the envelope if no stub 
or statement was included with the payment. After 
batch control totals are taken on the checks and the 
remittance advices, the checks are ready to be 
deposited. 
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Figure 10. Accounts receivable card (open-item approach) 

ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE REGISTER 

ACCOUNT TRANS DATING REFERENCE INVOICE DT 
INVOICE ACCOUNT NAME 

~ HUMBER NUMBER ABBR NUMBER Mol DAY I YR 

16783 11886 FINES FASHIONS INC INV 3051 4 118: -
16784 12093 FINNEGANS INC INV 3025 4 18 I -
16785 12128 FISHER BROS INC INV 3046 4 18: -
16786 12206 FLOR DELIOS INC INV 3017 4 18 I -
16787 12720 FORDHAM FABRICS CO INV 3022 4 18, -
16788 12803 FRANKELS & SMITH INV 3029 4 18 I _ 
16789 12815 FREEMANS & FOSTER INV 3049 4 18:-
16790 12900 GAD SONS INC INV 3012 4: 181 -
16791 13260 GIBNEY & SONS INV 3066 4 118 I -
16792 13265 GLOBAL DISTR INC INV 3028 4 118: -
16793 12390 HAYES DROBNEY INC INV 3011 4: 18 I -
16794 14619 HIGH BRIDGE INV 3053 4 118 I -

- ~ 
I I 

"""''---- L--- , 
-

Figure 11. Accounts receivable register 

The control tapes and the tear-off slips, remit
tance statements and envelopes are forwarded to 
the clerks who apply cash to the accounts receivable 
file. 

On full payments, that is, payments that cover 
an invoice or an account balance in full, the corre
sponding accounts receivable card or cards are 
selected from the file. The amount of the payments, 
the discounts taken, and any deductions allowed are 
written on the cards. 

Where one payment covers multiple invoices, 
the information for the entire payment is written on 
the card representing the oldest invoice of the group. 
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On partial payments, the clerk selects two blank 
payment cards and enters the customer name and 
number, the date of the check, and the amount paid 
on one card. 

After the day's payments have been applied, the 
cards are forwarded to the data processing section 
in two groups -- full payments and partial payments. 
The data written on the receivables cards is 
punched into them. On partial payments, two cards 
are punched for each payment, one of which will be 
inserted into the accounts receivable file later in 
the procedure and the other into the paid file with 
the cards for full payments. All of the cards are 
then used to list the cash receipts register. 
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Cash Receipts Register 

The cards representing cash payments are listed 
in customer-number sequence to prepare the cash 
receipts register (Figure 13), which serves several 
purposes. Its immediate function is to prove that 
the accounts receivable cards are in balance with 
actual cash receipts. It is also a permanent record 
of accounts receivable cash entries, and provides 
a means of ready reference. Furthermore, it is 
the basis for auditing crFJit entries to the accounts 
receivable ledger file an . for posting to the control 
sheet. 

After the cash receipts register is listed and 
balanced, the payment cards are sort-separated. 
Cards representing credits to the accounts receiv
able file and partial payments are collated into the 
open file, and the remainder of the cards are 
placed in the paid file. Figure 14 is a flowchart 
of the procedures just described. 

Statement Preparation 

At statement time, the name and address card for 
each open account is automatically inserted in front 
of the open -item cards for that account (name and 
address cards for inactive accounts are selected 
and set aside). The cards are then placed in the 
accounting machine to prepare customer state
ments. 

As the statements (Figure 15) are being pre
pared, trial balance summary cards are automat
ically punched for all accounts. These cards con
tain the account number, the total amount due, and 
a breakdown of the open items into current, over 
30- and over 60-day categories. Special columns 
can be provided to show past-due amounts on the 
customer statements. 

The total accounts receivable figure (accumu
lated in the accounting machine while statements 
are being prepared) is balanced to the control 
totals, and the original copies of the statements 
are mailed to the customers. 
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Figure 13. Cash receipts register 
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Figure 14. Punched card conventional approach -- open-item (2) 
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25 
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STATEMENT 

Barton and Delaney Inc. 
BOSTON • MASSACHUSETTS 

Hh .. LVIIEW '-'101 

WINSTON HARDWARE m-6 
57 WASHINGTON ROAD 
WORCESTER MASS 

SAL.. 
NO. 

INVOICE OR 

OAY 
CREDIT MEMO' 

6- 298 
6- 3 4 5 
6- 398 
6- 431 
6- '1 5 6- 452 
6- 463 

CHARGE CREDIT 

N 25:38 
N 37:25 

I N 67:10 
IN 5::' 6 
I N 1 37:20 
IN 1 1 5i8 0 

ALL INVOICES PAST DUE 60 DAYS 
SUBJ.ECT TO 6" INTEREST PER ANNUM 

BALANCE 

25:38 
37:25 
67:10 

5:56 

~ i ~1~ g 

TOTAL BALANCE 
eo - 90 DAVS I 90· 120 DAYS lOVER 120 DAYS 

---.�----T�---I-~,--~,~-~-,~--.--"--,,----r, -- , , 1---.,----., --j-------------,.---I 
:137:20 :121136 1 67:10 ! 37:25 i 25:38 !! 388:29 o 

AL.L. OPEN CHARGES ANO CREDITS To YOUR ACCOUNT ARE L.ISTED ABOVE. PL.EASE ADVISE PROMPTL.Y IF NOT CORRECT. 

o 

Figure 15. Open-item statement 

Aged Trial Balance 

At this point the trial balance summary cards are 
merged with the name and address cards (which 
were first sort-separated out of the open file) and 

the aged trial balance (Figure 16) is listed on the 
accounting machine. The total accounts receivable 
amount is balanced to the statement amount (accu
mulated when statements were run). The last of 
the flowcharts for this approach is shown in Figure 17. 

AGED TRIAL BALANCE 

AlE~· CUSTOMER CUSTOMER NAME DATtO CURRENT 30-60 DAYS 60-90 DAYS 90.f.OVER TOTAL 
MAN NUMBER 

1003: 10 20:26 
1 I : 1 11 1001 A C BIDDLE CO 1 1 1023,36 

I I I , , 1 I 
66 1002 BIGEMANN HARDWARE , 181134 1 1 : 181:34 1 1 I 1 1 

I 1 I 
39 1004 BIDEREAUX CO 1 443: 10 1 I 1 443110 

I 1 1 1 1 
1 1 

153:26 
1 1 

40:24 72 1007 BIGNAY FLOOR COVERS 1 114 ' 14CR 1: 12 , 1 1 1 1 1 1 
34 1010 BILL f. BOB HARDWARE , 367,94 101: 74 1 469:68 

I , 1 
20 1018 BILL f. RALPH SPORTS 

, , 1 
: 71 

I , 1 1 171 
1 1 1 1 1 

23 1028 BIRDS HARDWARE CO 24: 12 122181 1 1 146:93 I , 1 1 1 1 
66 1035 BLACKMOOR MFG , 26:30 26 ' 30CR 

1 1 
1 , 1 1 1 , 1 1 1 42 1040 BLACKSTONE STORE , , 

49,42 1 49,42 , 1 , , 1 1 , 
41 1052 BLAKELY SPORT SHOP 31: 29 192152 1 

I 223:81 
1 

, 
1 , , 1 , 1 

66 1053 BLANCHARD VARIETIES , 1 8CR 1 8CR , 1 
I 1 1 , , 
1 I 

217: 82 11 1061 E W BLlSSIL CO 1 217: 82 , 1 , 1 1 1 1 1 
36 1067 BLODGETT HOME SUP , 106195 1 1 106:95 

I 1 1 1 
18 

, 1 1 1 1 
1070 BLONDIN RADIO , , 869'40 1 B69,40 , 1 1 1 1 

15 1078 BLUE HILL STORES 1 196: 35 
, , 196 :35 1 1 , 1 1 1 

55 1088 BOBS TEXACO , 21: 93 1 :94 
1 

23 ' 87 , , , , 1 
66 1095 CHARLE S B BOGLE 1 

1: 10 476: 33 174 ,96CR 394:46 696: 93 , , , I 1 1 1 
70 1096 MRS M BOHUN 1 35187 35:95 1 1 I 8 , 1 1 , 1 

1 , I 1 1 1 
66 , 1 

, 
1 1 1 -- 1 1 1 , 1 - , 

..:. -
Figure 16. Aged trial balance 
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Figure 17. PWlched card conventional approach -- open-item (3) 
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Balance-Forward 

As invoices are printed in this approach, a billing 
summary card is also punched for each invoice. 
The summary cards (Figure 18) are listed on the 
invoice register and balanced with the total of the 
invoices billed and are now the accounts receivable 
cards. 

The accounts receivable cards are sorted into 
account-number sequence and used to prepare the 
accounts receivable register. They are then 
placed in the receivable file pending statement 
preparation. This procedure is similar to that 
shown in Figure 12 for the open-item approach. 

Applying Payments 

Payments are sorted alphabetically. If the customer 
has returned the remittance stub portion of his 
statement, the amount of the payment is indicated 
on the stub. (If the check amount agrees with the stub, 
the printed amount is circled; if it differs, the amount 
of the check is written on the stub. ) If the customer 
has not returned the remittance stub portion, the 
clerk pulls the remittance stub off the duplicate 

1234 T YOUR STORE 12!5 3 7 8 1 

statement (kept on her desk in alphabetic sequence 
for this purpose) and enters the amount paid on it. 
(In other approaches the clerk fills in a handwritten 
remittance advice for payments received without 
remittance stubs. ) 

After all payments have been processed in this 
manner, control tapes are taken on the checks and 
on the amounts on the remittance statements. The 
two totals are then balanced and the checks de
posited (a copy of the adding machine tape is stapled 
to the deposit slip). The remittance stubs and the 
adding machine tapes are then forwarded to the data 
processing department, where one card is punched 
and verified for each cash receipt. 

Cash Receipts Register 

The cash receipts cards are punched with the cus
tomer number, payment amount, and any discount 
taken. The date and transaction code are automat
ically duplicated into each card. The cards are then 
listed on the cash receipts register and balanced to 
the control tape; the total payment amount is posted 
to the control sheet. Cards are then put in the 
accounts receivable file. Figure 19 is a flowchart 
of the cash receipts procedures just described. 
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Figure 18. Invoice summary card 
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Figure 19. Punched card conventional approach -- balance-forward 

Statement Preparation 

The receivables file, old balance and transaction 
cards, balanced to control, are merged with name 
and add res s cards. (Name and address cards for 
inactive accounts are selected and set aside.) The 
cards are then placed into the accounting machine to 
prepare statements (Figure 20). 

At the same time that the statements are being 
prepared, new balance-forward summary cards 
are automatically punched. These cards contain 
the account number, the total balance forward, and 
a breakdown of the overdue amounts for the past 
month. This aging is automatically performed by 
the accounting machine, which applies payments to 
the oldest amounts due. 

• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 

Arthur'NCOl~J.ton CO. 
f--:P.LEASEMAIL CHECK TO~ 

P.O. BOX 1234 
MIAMI FLORIDA 

• 
• 

TO: ~~ MIT H FLO W ERG A R DEN J~' [~I;\~;l~. 
523 NW HOBART ST • 
MIDDLEBURG FLORIDA 

• 
DATE ~N~~i~ CHARGES CREDITS r ~"EVIOU5 BALANCE 1 

.0 

;Y'f- -: l 10~85 :r 27235 6175 
27514 2:00 

4, 6- 27642 17
1
25 

25 io 0 4! 6-
4i 86- 5279 8165 
~146- 5599 5:25 
411616- 27160 1 ~1 0 
41~6- 18 io 0 

• 
• 
• 
• 

41~6- 5728 

i 
I 

• 
I • 
i 

• 
• 

I • 
• 
• 
• 

Figure 20. Balance-forward statement 
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Figure 21. Punched card conventional approach -- balance-forward 

Aged Trial Balance 

The name and address cards are sort-separated 
from the transaction cards and the old balance 
cards, and are merged with the new balance-forward 
summary cards. The aged trial balance is then 
prepared on the accounting machine. 

24 

The period I s transaction cards and the old 
balance cards are filed in the history file, the name 
and address cards are collated back into the name 
and address file, and the new balance-forward 
cards are placed in the receivables file. Figure 21 
is a flowchart of a common procedure used for 
statement and trial balance preparation. 



PUNCHED CARD SYSTEMS APPROACHES 

On the previous pages, the basic advantages and 
methods of accounts receivable processed by the 
IBM punched card conventional approach have been 
discussed. Input documents and desired results 
remain the same during the following discussion 
of the System/360, Model 20, approaches. The 
basic differences are in the method of processing, 
the relative speeds of operation, and the combina
tion of several steps into one using the Model 20. 

In effect the 360, Model 20, represents a new, 
faster, and more efficient approach to the problem 
of maintaining a current, accurate record of cus
tomer accounts. The configuration desired will 
depend on the normal considerations of any busi
ness - number of customers, method of payment, 
etc. 

Flowcharts accompanying the following discussion 
depict the punched card systems approach to the 
preparation of the cash receipts register, state
ments, and the aged trial balance. 

With the System/360, Model 20, invoice summary 
cards are created as a by-product of invoicing, 
much the same as in the conventional punched card 
approach. Using the multi-function card machine 
blank cards in the secondary hopper are punched 
containing the complete accounts receivable infor
mation - account name and number, invoice date 
and number, invoice amount, terms, and entry 
code. After the cards are punched, they are 
interpreted at the print station within the M FCM . 

Credit memorandums and journal vouchers are 
prepared in the same manner as in the conventional 
punched card approach. A card is punched and 
verified for each entry and forwarded to the data 
processing department. However, with the MFCM, 
the cards can be interpreted as they are processed. 

All receivable cards are sorted into account
number sequence and processed through the MFCM 
to prepare the accounts receivable register. If it 
is desirable to reproduce the receivable cards for 
sales analysis reporting, blank cards may be in-

serted in the secondary hopper of the MFCM. As the 
accounts receivable register is prepared, the blank 
cards are punched with the sales analysis informa
tion. 

The register is balanced and posted as in the 
punched card approach. 

Open-Item 

Applying Payments 

The open-item method of applying payments is 
identical to that used in the punched card approach 
shown in Figure 14. Use of the Model 20 card 
reader and printer, however, results in faster 
preparation of the cash receipts register. 

When the full- and partial-payment cards are 
processed through the MFCM to prepare the cash 
receipts register, they are automatically selected 
out into separate pockets, eliminating the sort/ 
select step shown in Figure 14. 

Statements and Aged Trial Balance 

Statements are prepared for all customers with 
open balances at the end of the month. The com
puting capability of the System/360, Model 20, 
makes it possible to prepare the aged trial balance 
before the customer statements. 

The open-item cards are removed from the file 
and placed in the card reader. Since the cards 
contain the account number, account name, sales
man number, invoice date and amount, the Model 
20 can prepare the trial balance and age each ac
count. The total accounts receivable amount is 
printed and will be balanced to the customer state
ments. 

After preparation of the trial balance, when a 
reader, punch and printer are used with the Model 
20, customer name and address cards are collated 
with the open-item cards for each account. They 
are then processed through the card reader to pre
pare customer statements. The cards are then 
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Figure 22. Statement and trial balance preparation using 

a card reader, card punch and printer with Model 20 

sort-separated and returned to their respective 
files. This procedure is shown in Figure 22. 

\\'hen the l\IFCl\l is used with the Model 20, the 
open-item cards are removed from the file and 
placed in the hopper of the l\IFCM. Since the cards 
contain the account number, account name, sales
man number, invoice date and amount, the :\lodel 20 
can prepare the trial balance and age each account. 
The total accounts receivable amount is printed and 
balanced to the customer statements. 

After preparation of the trial balance, customer 
name and address cards are placed in the primary 
hopper of the MFCM and the open-item cards are 
placed in the secondary hopper. The cards are 
processed to prepare a statement for each customer. 
The customer's name and address are printed at 
the top of the statement. Each open item is listed 
and the total accumulated and printed. Name and 
address cards and open-item cards are selected 
into different pockets of the MFCM and returned 
to their respective files, as shown in Figure 23. 

Name and Address 
Cards 

Name and Address 

Return to File 

MFCM 

Open-Item Cards 

MFCM 

Aged Trial Balance 

I----~ Customer statements 

Open Item 

Return to File 

Figure 23. Statements and aged trial balance preparation using the Model 20 with the MFCM -- open-item 
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Balance-Forward 

Applying Payments 

The procedure for applying payments is identical 
to that used in the conventional punched card ap
proach. However, by using the Model 20 card 
reader and printer for preparation of the cash 
receipts register, the advantage of increased speed 
is realized. 

Again, the procedure for applying payments 
using the Model 20 and the MFCM is identical to the 
punched card approach. Speed is the basic advan
tage realized since the cash receipts cards are 
processed through the MFCM to prepare the cash 
receipts register. 

Statements and Aged Trial Balance 

In the balance-forward method of preparing state
ments and trial balances using printer, reader and 
punch, the old balance and transaction cards are 
placed in the card reader. Because these cards 
contain the information needed for the aged trial 
balance - customer name and number, previous 
balance, transactions and overdue amounts - it is 
possible to prepare the aged trial balance before 
writing customer statements. 

Blank cards are placed in the card punch. As the 
cards are processed, the aged trial is prepared 
and new balance cards are punched. 

Following this run, customer name and address 
cards are merged with the old balance and trans
action cards for each account. The cards are 
processed to prepare customer statements. The 
old balance and transaction cards are placed in a 

history file and the customer name and address 
cards are returned to the file. This procedure is 
shown in Figure 24. 

When preparing statements and aged trial balance 
on the Model 20 with the MFCM, the old balance 
cards and transaction cards, in account-number 
sequence, are placed in the primary hopper of the 
MFCM. Because these cards contain the information 
necessary for the aged trial balance (customer 
name and number, previous balance, transactions 
and overdue amounts), it is possible to prepare the 
aged trial balance before writing customer state
ments. 

Blank cards, placed in the secondary hopper of 
the M FCM, are automatically punched with updated 
information for each account and become new 
balance cards. The amount of the new balance for 
each customer is also printed on the aged trial 
balance. 

Following this run, the old balance and trans
action cards are placed in the secondary hopper 
of the MFCM. All customer name and address 
cards, in account-number sequence, are placed in 
the primary hopper of the MFCM. The cards are 
processed to prepare customer statements. The 
name and address cards for each active account 
processed write the address portion of the bill. 
They are followed by the old balance and transaction 
cards, to calculate and print the body of the state
ment. 

After each statement is prepared, the name and 
address cards are selected into pocket 1 and re
turned to the name and address file. Old balance 
and transaction cards are selected into pocket 2 
and placed in a history file. This procedure is 
shown in Figure 25. 
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Figure 24. Statements and aged trial balance preparation using 

Model 20 with card reader, card punch and printer 
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SALES ANALYSIS 

MFCM AND PUNCH 

Commodity cards from billing are sorted into the 
desired sequence for sales analysis. They are 
placed in the primary feed, and the year-to-date file 
in the secondary feed of the MFCM. During proc
essing, the sales analysis is prepared on the printer. 
The previous year-to-date cards are selected into 
pocket 2 and the commodity cards are selected into 
pocket 1. Also during processing, the entire new 
year-to-date file is created on the punch. A variation 
of this is to punch only active year-to-date cards 
and select the updated old year-to-date cards into a 
separate pocket. The new year-to-date cards could 
then be merged on a collator with the inactive year
to-date cards to produce the new year-to-date file. 

READER AND PUNCH 

Commodity cards are sorted into the desired se
quence for sales analysis and merged on a collator 
with year-to-date cards (year-to-date cards can be 

merged during the sort step). This file is then 
passed through the reader and the sales analysis is 
produced. During this processing the previous 
year-to-date cards are selected into pocket 1, the 
commodity cards are selected into pocket 2, and the 
new year-to-date file is created on the punch. 

MFCM 

Commodity cards are sorted into the desired se
quence for sales analysis. They are then merged 
on the MFCM with blank cards to insert a blank 
behind each commodity group. A control list for 
balancing is produced. The merged commodity 
and blank cards are then placed in the primary 
feed, and the year-to-date cards in the secondary 
feed of the MFCM. The sales analysis report is 
produced and the new year-to-date cards punched 
for active items. The commodity cards are 
selected in pocket 1, the new year-to-date cards 
in pocket 2, and the active old year-to-date cards 
in pocket 3. 
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INVENTORY CONTROL 

The basic purpose of inventory control is to main
tain inventory at the proper level to meet customer 
requirements with a minimum of investment. To 
achieve this goal, it is necessary to maintain 
records of what quantities of what item or items are 
on hand at any particular time. This involves keep
ing records in the office which reflect the status of 
the warehouse or plant. Thus, every movement of 
an item in or out of the warehouse must be reflected 
by an entry to the inventory record in the office. 

The basic record is a balance card which con
tains item status as of a given point in time. As 
items flow in and out of the warehouse, a card is 
punched to reflect each transaction, whether it is a 
receipt, a return, an issue or an adjustment. Period
ically, the transaction cards are processed with the 
balance card for each item, and a new balance card is 
punched, reflecting the new inventory position. This 
may be daily, semiweekly, or weekly, depending 
upon individual needs. During this processing, the 
stock status report may be printed reflecting the 
current inventory position. This is illustrated in 
Figure 26. 

Data added to this basic process can be helpful 
to management. By answering the following 

Blank 

New Balance 
File 

Commodity or Issue 

Adjustments 

Returns 

MFCM 

MFCM 

Old Balance 

Figure 26. Balance-forward method of inventory control 
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questions, the system provides management with 
more close control over the inventory maintained, 
and the dollar amount invested in it. 

What stock is on order? It is necessary to know 
how much stock is on order for each item in inven
tory. This information is important, since any 
decision to obtain additional inventory must consider 
open orders. Figure 27 shows an inventory report 
in which opening balances have been updated by 

Stock 
DeSCription 

Opening 
-+ Receipts - Issue = On Hand No. Balance On Order 

11398 TRANSFORMER 210 210 300 

11402 MOTOR ASM 50 1205 500 1705 1500 

11610 CAM 10341 1423 8918 

11682 LEVER 433 3500 1255 2678 500 

- --- ---Figure 27. Inventory report of items on hand plus on order 

receipts and issues to produce current on-hand 
balances. The amount on order is also summarized 
for each item in inventory. The amount on order 
must be reduced when shipments arrive, as well 
as being increased when purchase orders are 
written. 

Transaction 
Register 

Stock Status 
or 

Action Report 

Transactions 



When to reorder stock? One of the most critical 
decisions in the entire inventory control application 
is the question of when (or at what stock level) an 
order should be placed for an item. The decision 
to reorder is usually triggered when the on-hand 
stock plus the on-order stock falls below a desig
nated amount -- the order point. Order points are 
usually based on estimates of future demand and are 
established in terms of the following basic factors: 

1. Order processing time -- the time required 
to prepare the purchase or manufacturing order. 

2. Lead time -- the time required to obtain 
delivery of or to manufacture the ordered quantity 
once the order has been placed. 

3. Safety stock -- the absolute lower limit of 
stock on hand, below which stock should not be 
allowed to fall. 

Order point is the sum of the estimated issues 
over the order processing time and lead time plus 
the safety stock, or: 

Order point = demand during order processing and 
lead time + safety stock 

The inventory report in Figure 28 shows what is 
"available" to fill orders with a minimum delay (on 
hand plus on order) and how the available status 
compares with the order point and safety stock. If 
the on-hand stock (or available stock if delivery 
time is short) exceeds the order point, no action 
needs to be taken. If the on-hand or available stock 

Stock Description Opening 
+ Receipts 

- Issue 
o On Hand No. Balonce + (Returns) 

+ On Order 

11398 TRANSFORMER 110 110 300 

11402 MOTOR ASM 50 1205 500 1705 1500 

11610 CAM 10341 1423 8918 

11682 LEVER 433 3500 1255 2678 500 

-- --

falls below the order point, it provides the basis for 
placing a new order. If the on-hand stock (not 
available) falls below the safety stock, outstanding 
orders should be expedited. This last condition can 
occur with or without an order having to be placed. 

How much stock to reorder? Once it has been 
established that an inventory item is to be re
ordered, the question remaining is, "How much 
should be reordered?" The reorder amount be
comes a compromise between two opposing factors -
the cost of acquiring inventory and the cost of 
possessing inventory in relation to demand. 

What is required? Manufactured products of any 
complexity contain many assemblies, subassemblies 
and component parts. The purpose of requirements 
planning is to determine the type and quantity of 
parts and assemblies which will be needed at future 
points in the production calendar to produce the re
quired number of finished products. Once gross 
requirements (that is, requirements not considering 
material on hand or on order) are determined, it is 
necessary to compare them with the actual and 
planned inventory position and to take action, if 
needed, to assure that the components will be on 
hand when they are required. Figure 29 shows the 
combined on-hand and on-order balance of each 
item reduced by the planned requirements for that 
item. An excess of planned inventory over require
ments is indicated by a plus balance in planned 
availability; a negative balance calls attention to the 
need for inventory replenishment. 

PLANNING ACTION 
Safety 

-r-Stock 
o Available Order Point OP EXP 

410 600 125 * * 

3205 2000 500 * 

8918 10000 2500 * * 

3178 2750 600 

--- _I.---

Figure 28. On-hand plus on-order, versus minimum order point and safety stock 

PLANNING 

Stock No. Description Opening + Receipts iAdjustments -Issues -.oOn Hand Balance 

-Require tOn Order = Avai/oble 

11398 TRANSFORMER 210 30 240 50 300 490 

11402 MOTOR ASM 50 1205 500 1705 1855 500 350 

11610 CAM 10341 1423 8918 2133 6785 

11682 LEVER 433 3500 20- 1255 2658 920 500 2238 -....... - ---- -- -
Figure 29. Manufacturing requirements weighted against on-hand and on-order 
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rnpUTAND OUTPUT FOR CONTROL OF 
PURCHASED GOODS FOR RESALE 

In establishing a punched card inventory control 
application, a basic step is to record stock on 
hand. The most desirable approach is a physical 
count of stock, balanced against whatever records 
already exist. In the event of a variation between 
actual inventory and recorded inventory, all adjust
ments and corrections should take place before 
punching the initial inventory balance cards. A 
complete agreement between physical inventory and 
the punched card records at this point is essential 
to the accuracy and usefulness of any future in
ventory reports. Once the inventory balance file 
has been keypunched, transaction cards can be key
punched and processed against the balance cards to 
produce the desired output reports for the inventory 
control application. 

Balance Card 

The on-hand quantities developed above are punched 
into the balance card (Figure 30), along with the 
item identification (unit of measure, commodity 
class, price, warehouse location, description, 
card code and item number). The safety stock and 
order point are established for each item and 
punched into the balance card. 

The balance card is an up-to-date record. Daily, 
or perhaps semiweekly or weekly, when the trans
actions affecting any given item are processed, an 
updated balance card is punched. When the new 
balance card is punched in the MFCM, it is merged 
into the inventory balance file and the old balance 
card removed to produce an automatically updated 
inventory balance file in one machine pass. 

Commodity Card 

Each customer order results in the issue of stock 
from inventory, and a consequent reduction in in
ventory. Most transaction cards are issue cards 
(commodity cards). Miscellaneous data and com
modity cards are illustrated in Figure 30. 

On-Order Card 

As the available supply of any given stock item 
approaches or falls below the order point, three 
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things must happen: (1) the need for recorder must 
be recognized, (2) a purchase order must be written 
and sent to the vendor, and (3) the inventory records 
must show that (a) the item has been ordered and 
(b) the on-hand supply must be increased upon 
receipt of the order. 

As the purchase orders are written, on-order 
cards (Figure 30) are created for each item 
ordered. 

Receipt Card 

As ordered items are received, on-order cards are 
pulled from the on-order file and the quantities re
ceived are keypunched into them. If the quantity 
received is not the quantity ordered, the difference 
code, indicating the reason for the incomplete order 
(short shipment, damaged or incorrect goods) is 
keypunched. The card code is changed from a 1 for 
the on-order card to a 2 for the receipt card. 

If an on-order file is not used, the receipt cards 
are keypunched from the shipping notice. The re
ceipt card is shown in Figure 30. 

Adjustment Card 

Any unusual transaction that results in a discrep
ancy between the inventory record and the physical 
inventory calls for immediate action. An adjustment 
card is punched and processed with the other trans
action cards for that day. Transactions of this kind 
take place when book inventory does not match 
actual, when an order is cancelled, when stock 
deteriorates or is condemned, and when stock is 
destroyed by fire or damage, etc. 

The adjustment card (Figure 30) contains an ad
justment code that indicates to the Model 20 what 
type of an adjustment is to be made. Any change in 
unit cost or price is punched in the adjustment card. 

Return Card 

When an item is ordered, reduced from inventory, 
billed, delivered, and then returned, several ad
justments must be made. Return cards are pre
pared, used to write credit memos, increase 
inventory by the amount returned, reduce accounts 
receivable, and reduce sales analysis figures. The 
return card (Figure 30) has all information needed 
to credit the necessary accounts. 



Old 
Old Unit Last on New 
on of 

Cornmod Unit Whse Trans Hand Order Safety C Item On on 
Hand Meas. CI ... Cost Price loc Description Date Value Point Stock C No. Order Hand 

99999 999 999 99999 99999 999 999999999999999999 9 9 9 9 9 999999 99999 99999 9999999 99999 99999 
1 2 3 4 5 & 1 I 9 10 11 1213 14 15 1& 11 II 19 20 21 n 23 24 ~av~~»~nu~n~"»~~~~ 43 44 45 4& 41 41 4' SO 51 52 53 54555& 51 sa :;9 &0 &1 &263 &4~5 && 67 68 69 70 71 72 73 74 75 76n7l7'. 

Balance 

B/O-:X 
B/O Fill~ Unit Date Cust 

I 
of Ware Order Cust Order C Quan. Item Quan. I Commod Unit 

No. C Ordered No. Shipped Meas. CI ... Cost Price Loca Description Filled No. 

99999 999 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 99999 999 999999999999999999 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 999999 999999 999999 999999 99 99999 
1 2 3 4 5 , 7 • 9 1011 1213141516 17 11 1920 21 n 23 24 ~av~~»~nu~n~"~~.~~ 14344 45 4& 47 4149 SO 51 52 53 54 55 5& 57 sa 59 &0 61 62 63 &4 65 && 67 68 69 70 71 7273 7475 76 n 7. 7910 

I)Upl ~I'~ 

Commodity 

Abbreviated ,! 
Unit ! Description Vendor ;: 

Quan. of C ..... d Unit Date ~c (If Item Cd. Used as Item Order Vendor p. O. ~: Quan. Item Requisition 
Received Meas. CI... Cost Received ~ On Order Cd. ) No. Date No. No. -N Ordered No. No. 

9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9lli9 9~9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9~9 9:1:9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 
1 2 3 4 5 • 7 I 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 1& 17 11 19 20 21 n 23 24 ~ a 27 ~ ~ » 31 12 3J ~ n 31 37 » ~ 40 41 42 43 44 45 4& 47 41 49 SO 51 52 53 54 55 5& 57 sa 59 &0 61 62 63 &4 &5 && 67 68 69 70 71 72 13 74 75 11 n 1111 10 

KP (~p) I- KP ~ 

On Order & Receipt 

Adjust 

Unit Entry Memo C Adjust Item 
C.mmod 

Price <- Date No. C Qty. No. 
Class Cost 

99999999 999 99999 99999 999999999999999999999999999 99 99999 999999 999999 999999 9999999 
12345&7 I~ 1213 14 15 1& 17 I. 1120 21 n23N~aV~~»~12U~n~"»~~~~4344454&~41 49 SO 51 5253 54 55 5& 57 sa :;9 &0 &1 6263&4&5&&&7 68 69 70 71 7213 74 1571 n 7. 7. 10 

KP KP 

Adjustments 

Unit Cust 
of 

Comm(lld Unit Return Cust. Order C Returned Item 
Meas. CI ... Cost Price Description Date No. No. C Qty. No. 

99999 999 999 9 99 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 99999 999999999999999999 9 9 9 9 9 999999 999999 999999 999999 9999999 
1 2 3 4 5 & 7 • 9 1011 121314151& 11 18 \-,p20 21 22 23 24~ a 21 ~ ~»31 32 u ~ 35 36 37 ~ 39.414243 44 45 " 41 48 49 ~5152535455 5& 57 sa 59 &0 61 6263&4&5&&67 68 &9 70 71 72 73 74757677 71 79 III 

~p 

Return 

Cust 
Shipping Order Cust Order C 

Instructions Date No. No. C Terms 

99999999999999999999999999 999999999999999999 99 9 9 9 999999 999999 9999999999999999999 
1 2 3 4 5 & 7 I 9 1011 121314151& 1118 19 20 21 n 23 24 ~ a 27 28 ~ » 31 12 U ~ 35 ~ 31 ~ ~ 40 ~ 42 43 44 45 " 41 48 49 505152535455 51 51 sa 59 &0 &1 6263&4&5 && &768&970 H 7271U7511 n 7111111 

1\.1' 

Miscellaneous Data 

Figure 30. Balance, commodity, on-order and receipt, adjustment, return and miscellaneous data cards 
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Controls 

Control figures are printed on each report. They 
are designed to check calculations on the reports 
(by crossfooting) and to assure that no extra, 
missing or incorrect cards exist in the deck being 
processed. A standard notation for the types of 
control figures has been adopted for all the in
ventory control applications illustrated. A list of 
the control figure notations is as follows: 

Notation 

AA 
BB 
BB' 
CC 
DD 
EE 
FF 
FF' 
GG 
GG' 
HH 
II 
JJ 
KK 

KK' 
MM 
NN 
PP 
XX 
XX, 

YY 
YY' 

Type of Control Figure 

Production requirements 
Beginning commodities or issues 
Ending commodities (after back orders) 
Receipts 
New on-order 
Adjustments 
Ending on-hand 
Beginning on-hand 
New back orders 
New partial back orders 
Unfilled back orders 
Filled back orders 
Returns 
Ending available 
Beginning available 
Billing revenue 
Accounts receivable 
Sales analysis 
Ending total back orders 
Beginning total back orders 
Ending total on-order 
Beginning total on-order 

The controls shown in the applications flowcharts 
are designed to provide complete control over an 
inventory control application containing all optional 
procedures (for example, back order, an on-order 
file, billing from commodity cards, etc.). In 
tailoring procedures to his own requirements, the 
user must also suit the controls to his own appli
cation. 

Control Listing 

This listing (Figure 31) provides a method of 
checking the accuracy of the transaction cards, 
once they have been keypunched from source docu
ments. Fillable back-order cards are shown beside 
their respective receipt cards. Totals of listed 
transactions are balanced to supporting adding 
machine tapes. 
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Transaction Register 

This register (Figure 32) provides a listing, by 
item number, of the daily activity against inventory. 
The receipts, returns and positive adjustments are 
increases to inventory; issues and negative adjust
ments are decreases to inventory. The reference 
code on this report allows the transactions to be 
tied back to their source documents. Totals of 
transactions are balanced to control figures. 

Action Report 

This report (Figure 33) summarizes information for 
only those items whose amount on hand is below 
their order point. For items printed, the beginning 
on-hand balance, a summarization of current trans
actions, the new on-hand balance, and the "action" 
information are listed. The action section of this 
report provides useful information to management 
about the nature and severity of the action required. 
An asterisk is printed in the OP column if the bal
ance on hand is below the order point. An additional 
asterisk is printed in the EXP column if the in
ventory on hand has fallen below the safety stock 
level. OP action requires that the on-order status 
be checked and the item reordered if no order large 
enough to take the item out of the danger status is 
outstanding. EXP action results only when the 
inventory on hand has fallen below the danger point 
marked by the safety stock level. In this case, any 
outstanding orders should be expedited, and if no 
order is outstanding, an order should be quickly 
placed and expedited. Totals of all transaction and 
planning figures are balanced to control figures. 
In some cases the action report is combined with 
the transaction register. 

Stock Status Summary 

This report (Figure 34) lists the opening and up
dated on-hand balances of each item in inventory. 
Dollar values can be included to show capital in
vested in inventory and changes in capital invest
ment between opening and closing balances. Also, 
comparative past balances can be included to show 
changes in inventory levels over periods of time. 
The "service position" area of the report is printed 
only if the on-hand stock falls below the order point. 
In this case, the order point and the amount short of 
the order point are printed. Safety stock and the 
amount short of the safety stock are printed if the 
on-hand balance is below the safety stock. Totals 
of on-hand stock are balanced to control figures. 
This report is printed monthly, quarterly, or as 
needed. 



DATE XX xx XX 

RECEIPTS 
ITEM NO P.O.NO VENDOR COST 

xxxxxx XXXXXX xxx XXX XX.XXX 
XXXXXX XXXXXX XXXXXX XX.XXX 

RETURNS 
ITEM NO ORDER NO CUST NO PRICE 

XXXXXX xxx XXX xxxxxx XX.XX 
XXXXXX XXXXXX xxxxxx XX.XX 

ADJUSTMENTS 
ITEM NO MEMO NO NEW COST 

xxx xxx XXXXXX XX.XXX 
xxxxxx xxxxxx xx.XXX 

COMMODITY 
ITEM NO ORDER NO CUST NO PRICE 
XXXXXX xxx XXX XXXXXX XX.XX 
XXXXXX XXXXXX xxx XXX XX.XX 

- I----

Figure 31. Control listing 

DATE XX xx XX 

ITEM COMMOD UNIT REFER 
NO CLASS MEAS CODE 

XXXXXX XXX AAA XXXXXX XX 
XXXXXX XXX AAA XXXXXX XX 
XXXXXX XXX AAA XXXXXX XX 
xxx XXX XXX AAA XXXXXX XX 
XXX XXX XXX AAA X XXXXX xx 

TOTALS 

- ---
Figure 32. Transaction register 

DATE XX xx XX 

COMMOD ITEM DESCRIPTION 
CLASS NO 

XXX XXXXXX AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
XXXXXX AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 

TOTALS 

-
PARTIAL B/O xxxxx (GG) 
NEW B/O XXXXX~GI 
TOTAL B/O XXXXX(XXI 

Figure 33. Action report 

INVENTORY CONTROL LISTING 

U M ORDERED RECEIVED SHORTAGE QAN 

AAA XXXXX XXXXX XXXXX * 
AAA XXXXX XXXXX XXXXX * 

TOTALS XXXXXXX * xxx xxx x * XXXXXXX* 
(CC) 

U M QUANTITY 

XXX X)fXXXX 
xxx XXXXXX 

TOTAL XXXXXXXX • (JJ) 

QUANT ITY 

xxxxxx-
XXXXXX-

TOTAL XXXXXXXX-· (EE) 

QUANT ITY 
XXXXXX 
xxx XXX 

TOTAL XXX XXX XX • (BB) 

L----

TRANSACTION REGISTER 

DATE ACTUAL TRANSACTIONS 
RECEIPT RETURNS ADJUST ISSUE 

xx xx XXXXX 
xx xx XXx XX 
xx xx XXXXX 
xx xx XXXXX 
xx xx XXXXX 

FILLED B/O(II) XXX XXX 
BEGIN COMMOD(BB) XXXXXX 

I 

lxxxxxxx XXXXXXX XXXXXXX xxxxxxx 
(CC) 1 (EEl (JJI 

_L--- -

INVENTORY ACTION REPORT 

ACTUAL TRANSACTIONS 
UNIT OPEN RECPT RETURN ADJUST ISSUES 
MEAS BAL 

AAA XXXXXX XXXXX XXXXx XXXXX XXXXX 
AAA XXXXXX XXXXX XXXXX XXXXX XXXXX 

FILLED B/O XXXXX 
END ISSUES xxxxx 

xxxxxxxx XXXXXX XXXXXX XXXXXX XXXXXX 
(FF'1 (CCI (JJ) (EEl -- ----

QAL 

* 

-

NEW ON 
HAND 

XXXXX 
XXXXX 

(II) 
(88) 

xxxxxx 
(FF) 

FILLED BACK ORDERS 
CUST NO ORDER NO FILLED 

XXXXXX XXXXXX XXXXX 

UNFILLED XXXXXXX. ( 
FILLED XXXXXXX. ( 

-

ACTION 
ORDER SAFT OP EXP 
POINT STK 

XXXXX XXX X * * 
XXXXX XXX X * * 

-,---

HHI 
II) 
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Back-Order Register 

This register (Figure 35) is printed each day to show 
the current status of back-ordered items. The reg
ister is in item-number sequence and shows all perti
nent information related to the customer order being 
delayed. Also, the number of days elapsed since the 
customer order was placed is listed, as well as the 
quantity back-ordered and the gross profit (cost less 
sales) related to each back order. Total delayed 
gross profit is printed and represents the gross 

On-Order Register 

profit delayed by out-of-stock conditions. Total back
order quantity is divided into unfilled and new back. 
orders. These back-order totals are then balanced 

This register (Figure 36) is printed each time 
purchase orders are written. It lists all outstanding 
orders for stock in item-number sequence and con
tains descriptive information about each purchase 
order, plus a summary of the activity for each 
purchase order. The "activity summary" section 
indicates the quantity originally ordered, quantity 
still on order (assuming partial shipments or dam
aged goods may be received), and "difference code". 
A total of new orders and a total on-order quantity 
are printed and balanced to control figures. 

to control figures. 

OATE xx xx xx STOCK STATUS SUMMARY 

CURRENT ACTIVITY SERVICE POSITION 
COMMOD ITEM DESCRIPTION UNIT UNIT OPEN OPENING NEW NEW NET VAL ORDER ORO PT SAFT SF ST 

CLASS NO MEAS COST BAl VALUE BAl VALUE CHANGE POINT DIFFER STK DIFF 

XXX xxxxxx AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA AU xxxxx xxxxx xxxxxxx xxxxx xxxxxxx xxxxxxx- xxxxx xxxxx- xxxx xxxx-
xxxxxx AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA AU xxxxx xxxxx xxxxxxx xxxxx xxxxxxx xxxxxxx- xxxxx xxx xx- xxxx xxx x-

PRINT IF NEGATIVE 

TOTALS xxxxxx xxxxxxxx xxxxxx xxxxxxxx xxxxxxxx-
(FF') (FF') (FF) (FF) ..... --- - L--- -- -

Figure 34. Stock status summary 

DATE xx xx XX BACK ORDER REGISTER - FOR RESALE 

CUST QUANTY DELAYED 
COMMOD ITEM DESCRIPTION UNIT CUST ORDER ORDER ELAPSED BACK- GROSS 
CLASS NO MEAS NO NO DATE DAYS ORDERED PROFIT 

XXX xxx xxx AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA AAA xxxxxx xxxxxx xx xx xx xxx xxxxx xxxxx 
xxxxxx AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA AAA xxxxxx xxxxxx xx xx xx xxx xxxxx xxxxx 

UNFILLED BIO xxxxx (HH) 
NEW BIO xxxxx (GG) 

TOTALS 

I I xxxxxx xxxxxx 
'-- - -~ -- (XX) -

Figure 35. Back-order register 

DATE XX xx XX ON ORDER REGISTER 

TRANSACTION DESCRIPTION ORDER ACTIVITY 
COMMOD ITEM DE SCR I PTI ON UNIT VENDOR PURCH ORDER VENDOR QUAN STILL 
CLASS NO MEAS NO ORO NO DATE STOCK NO ORDERED ON ORO DIFF CD 

XXX xxxxxx AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA UA xxxxxx xxxxxx xx xx xx xxxxxx xxxxx xxxxx x 
xxxxxx AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA AAA xxxxxx xxxxxx xx xx xx xxxxxx xxxxxx xxxxx X 

NEW ON ORDER xxxxx (00) 

xxxxxx 
(YY) 

... _L---- --- -. -
Figure 36. On-order register 
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BATCH BILLING INVENTORY CONTROL 

Batch billing inventory control ties the inventory 
control procedure in with the billing procedure. 
Since billing provides the entries to accounts re
ceivable and sales analysis, the batch billing 
method provides a clear way of tying the inventory, 
billing, accounts receivable and sales analysis 
applications into a unified system. With batch 
billing, all items ordered are punched into partially 
punched commodity cards rather than being pulled 
from a tub file. Receipt cards are punched for 
items received from vendors. Return cards are 
punched for items returned by customers. Adjust
ment cards are punched for adjustments to items in 
inventory. These four types of cards, as a group, 
are considered transaction cards. 

When a batch of transaction cards has been 
keypunched, proved, sorted into item-number 
sequence, they are listed to produce the transaction 
register, a listing of daily transactions against each 
stock item, providing an audit trail of daily in
ventory activity. The transaction cards are then 
matched against the balance cards; indicative data 
is gang-pwlChed from the balance cards into the 
transaction cards and updated balance cards are 
punched. An action report is produced from the 
transaction and balance cards and lists only those 
items for which reorder activity or other attention 
is necessary. 

Transaction cards are separated from the bal
ance cards. The commodity cards enter the billing 
application, where invoices are produced and 
accounts receivable cards are punched. The 
accounts receivable cards enter the accounts re
ceivable application, and items-ordered cards 
(commodity cards) enter the sales analysis appli
cation. A listing of the status of all items in in
ventory may be periodically produced. Such a 
stock status report can contain comparative figures 
as well as current unit and dollar figures per item. 

Batch billing inventory control, like all other 
inventory control applications, should be carefully 
controlled for accuracy. The controls should in
clude checking all transaction cards, all files used, 
and revenue involved. The revenue figures, repre
senting gross sales billed from commodity cards, 
should be balanced with the subsequent accounts 
receivable and sales analysis applications. 

The batch billing inventory control application 
may contain a back-order procedure and an on
order file. The application can be handled by the 
Model 20 using a separate reader and punch, or by 

the multi-function card machine, or by a combination 
of the MFCM and separate reader or punch. The 
batch billing flowcharts and explanations show how 
the application can be performed with the MFCM, 
the MFCM and punch, or the reader and punch. The 
flowcharts also show the control totals that appear 
on each report and the organization of the control 
sheets. While no control procedure is shown in the 
flowcharts of batcb billing with an MFCM and punch, 
it would be the same as that in the flowcharts of 
batch billing with only the MFCM. 

The batch billing procedures are shown in detail 
to illustrate a completely planned and integrated 
approach to an application using the Model 20. 

Batch Billing of Finished Goods with Back Orders -
MFCM (Figure 37) 

Step 1 

Four initial entries are made to the inventory con
trol and batch billing procedure. A receipt card is 
keypunched from the packing slip or other receiving 
document. Adjustments to inventory are key
punched. Skeleton commodity cards, a miscel
laneous data card, and a card with customer 
number, order number and card code are key
punched for each customer order. The miscel
laneous data and customer number cards are held 
for billing. Receipt, adjustment, and commodity 
cards are sorted separately by item number. 

Step 2 

The receipts, followed by adjustment cards and 
commodity cards, are placed in the primary feed, 
and the back-order file is placed in the secondary 
feed of the MFCM. During run 1, the cards are 
listed and totaled. Also at this time, the receipt 
cards are matched against the back-order file to 
select those back-order cards that can be com
pletely filled. Totals of unfilled back orders (HH) 
and filled back orders (II) are posted to the inven
tory control summary sheet. Totals of receipts 
(CC), adjustments (EE) and commodities (BB) are 
balanced to the tapes and posted to the inventory 
control summary sheet. Unfilled back orders can 
be selected out or left in the deck to reduce back
order file processing by one run (as shown). Filled 
back-order cards are punched to identify them 
as such. 
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MFCM 

Run 1 

Unfillea B/O 
Commodity 

Filled B/O 
Adjustment 

Receipt 

Unfilled B/O 

To Page 2 
Run 7 

Tapp 
.-------------~~ 

Packing Slip CC 

Receipt 

Item No. 

Control Listing 
List Receipts 

List Filled B/O 
List Adjust 

List Commod, 
HH, II, CC, EE, BB 

MFCM 

Run 2 

MFCM 

Run 3 

New Full & Part B/O 

Filled B/O 

Commodity (cos ted} 

To Page 2 

Tape 

Inventory 
Adjustment 

Adjustment 

Blanks 

Stock Transac. 
Register 

CC, EE, BB, I I 

Action Report 
CC, EE, II, FF, 

I I 

EE 

GG, FF, XX, GG , 

Adjustment 

Receipt 

Material Actg. 

Old Balance 

Discard 

Stock Status FF 

Figure 37. Batch billing of finished goods with back orders -- MFCM (1 of 2) 
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Customer 
Order 

Misc. Data 

Tape 

BB 

r 
To Page 2 

MFCM 

Run 8 

Old Analysis 
Card 

Discard 



0) 

New Full B/O 

MFCM 

RWl 6 

Sales Anal. (PP) 

Back Order 
Register 

HH, GG, XX 

Blanks 

Cust. No. Cards 
New Full & Part B/O 

Filled B/O 

Commodity 

Misc. Data 

Discard 

CU. Tot. 

GG, GG 

MFCM 

RWl 7 

MFCM 

Invoice BB', MM 

RWl 4 

A/R Summary N&A 

Sales 
Analysis (PP) 

MFCM Acct. Rec. 

(2) Register 

RWl 5 

A/R A/R 
Summary Procedure 

Unfilled B/O 

INVENTORY CONTROL SUMMARY 

Begin.B/O Total (HH + II) (Prev. RWl 7) 
Unfilled B/O (RWlS 1, 7) 
Filled B/O (RWlS 1, 2, 3) 
New B/O (RWls 3, 6, 7) 

End.B/O Total (HH + GG) (RWls 3, 7) 

XX' 
HH 
II 
GG 
XX 

Begin. On Hand (RWl 3) FF' 
Begin. Com mod . (Tape, RWls 1, 2, 3) BB 
Filled B/O (Run 1) II 
Receipt (Tape, Runs 1, 2, 3) CC 
Adjust. (Tape, RWls 1, 2, 3) EE 
New B/O (RWls 3, 6, 7) GG 

Ending On Hand (FF ' -BB -II +CC %EE +GG) (RWl 3) 

Begin. Commod. (Tape, RWl 1) BB 

Partial B/O (RWlS 3,7) GG' 

Ending Commod. (RWlS 3, 4, 5) (BB-GG') BB I 

Billing Revenue (RWl 4) MM 
A/R Reg. (RWl 5) (MM. NN) NN 
Sales Anal. (2:MM -p) PP 

Figure 37. Batch billing of finished goods with back orders -- MFCM (2 of 2) 
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Step 3 

All transaction cards are sorted by item number and 
listed by the Model 20 during run 2 to produce the 
inventory transaction re gister . Also, during run 2 
a blank card is merged behind each item-number 
group. Totals of receipts (CC), adjustments (EE), 
beginning commodities (BB) and filled back orders 
(II) are balanced to the inventory control summary 
sheet. 

Step 4 

Cards from run 2 and the inventory balance file are 
processed during run 3 to produce the action report 
and an updated inventory balance file. Average unit 
cost is calculated and punched in commodity and 
balance cards (if average costing is done). Descrip
tion and other data is punched in commodity cards 
from balance cards. Quantity shipped is punched in 
commodity cards if different from quantity ordered 
(if the same, a control punch may be punched instead). 
The unfilled back-order cards are held for run 7. 
The filled commodity, filled back-order, and back
ordered commodity cards are held for billing. 
Adjustment and receipt cards are held for material 
accounting. The old balance cards are discarded. 
The total receipts (CC), adjustments (EE), and 
filled back orders (II) are balanced to the inventory 
control summary sheet. Total beginning on-hand 
(FF'), ending on-hand (FF), newly back-ordered 
commodities (GG), total back orders (XX), partial 
back orders (GG') and ending commodities (BB') are 
posted to the inventory control summary sheet. 

Step 5 

Miscellaneous data and customer number cards are 
assembled with commodity, filled back-order and 
new back-order cards in the grouping shown. They 
are then sorted by customer number to prepare 
them for billing. 

Step 6 

The cards from step 5 are merged against the 
customer name and address file in the MFCM on 
run 4 as invoices are printed. Accounts receivable 
summary cards are punched (in the customer num
ber cards) and held for run 5. The customer name 
and address file is selected into a pocket undis
turbed. Commodity and filled back-order cards are 
selected out for sales analysis. Miscellaneous data 
cards are selected and discarded. New back-order 
cards are held for run 6. Ending commodity total 
(BB') is balanced to inventory control summary. 
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Billed revenue (MM) is posted to inventory control 
summary. 

Step 7 

The accounts receivable summary cards are read 
by the MFCM on run 5 to produce the accounts re
ceivable register. Accounts receivable summary 
cards then become input to the accounts receivable 
procedure. Ending commodity total (BB') is bal
anced to the inventory control summary. Total 
receivables (NN) is posted to inventory control 
summary. 

Step 8 

The new back-order cards are listed on run 6 and 
duplicates of the partial back orders are punched 
from blanks in the MFCM. The back-order amount 
becomes quantity ordered, and the quantity-shipped 
field is blank. New back-order cards are sent to 
sales analysis to account for the filled portion of the 
partially filled commodity cards. The duplicate 
cards are kept with new full back-order cards to 
account for the unfilled portion of the partially 
filled commodity cards. Totals of new back orders 
(GG) and partial back orders (GG') are balanced to 
the inventory control summary. 

Step 9 

All new back-order cards are merged with unfilled 
back-order cards in the MFCM during run 7. The 
merged deck becomes the new back-order file. The 
back-order register is printed and totals of unfilled 
back orders (HH) and new back orders (GG), and 
the ending back-order file (XX) are balanced to the 
inventory control summary. 

Step 10 

The new inventory balance cards can be used to 
produce the stock status report during run 8, when 
desired. If two blanks are merged on run 2, a 
comparative stock status report can be obtained 
with the use of an analysis file, which is updated on 
run 8. The ending on-hand (FF) figure is balanced 
to the inventory control summary sheet. 

Step 11 

The inventory control summary sheet allows the 
inventory control procedure to be completely 
checked for errors. The type of control is deter
mined by the type of starting control figures on the 
tapes in step 1. The inventory control summary 



sheet is composed of four sections: back orders, 
on-hand, commodities, and revenue. 

Back orders. This section provides control 
over the back-order file. The beginning balance of 
the back-order file (XX') is balanced to the total of 
unfilled (HH) and filled back orders (II). If (HH + 
II) does not balance to the beginning back-order 
figure (XX'), some of the back-order file is missing 
and a back-order register should be run on step 1 
and checked against the back-order register pro
duced the last time the back-order file was updated. 
The ending back-order file (XX) is checked by 
balancing it to the unfilled back orders (HH) plus 
new back orders (GG). 

On-hand. This section provides control over 
the inventory balance file and current transaction 
cards. The beginning on-hand (FF') figure is 
actually the ending on-hand (FF) figure from the 
last inventory control procedure. The new ending 
on-hand (FF) is checked by calculating it with the 
following expression: 

Ending on-hand = beginning on-hand -
beginning commodity - filled 
back orders + receipt ± 
adjustments + new back 
orders 

All factors of the above expression except ending 
on-hand are obtained from the inventory control 
summary. If the calculated ending on-hand does 
not balance to the ending on-hand figure printed on 
the inventory action report, the transactions should 
be separated, listed, totaled and checked against 

the control tapes. This should locate the out-of
balance type of transactions. A comparison, item 
by item, of the listing for the transaction in error 
with the control listing of run 1 should locate the 
extra, incorrect, or missing cards. 

Commodities. This section is needed when 
partial back orders are processed. In this case, 
ending commodity cards (separate from fully back
ordered commodity cards) contain possible partial 
back-order amounts. The beginning commodity 
figure (BB) must therefore be reduced by the partial 
back-order total (GG') to arrive at the ending com
modity figure (BB '). The ending commodity figure 
is determined by the following expression: 

Ending commodities = beginning commodities -
partial back orders 

The calculated ending commodity figure is balanced 
to the ending commodity figure printed during runs 
3, 4, and 5. When an out-of-balance condition 
exists, all commodity cards should be listed to 
check for missing, incorrect, or extra cards. 

Revenue. This section provides control over the 
billing, accounts receivable, and sales analysis 
procedures, which are closely connected with the 
inventory control procedure. The billing revenue 
(MM) is balanced to the total receivables (NN) enter
ing the accounts receivable procedure. Since sales 
analysis is obtained periodically, the sales analysis 
total (PP) is balanced to the sum of the billing 
revenue totals ( ~ MM) accumulated since the last 
analys is procedure. 
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Batch Billing of Finished Goods without Back 
Orders - MFCM, Punch (Figure 38) 

Step 1 

The commodity cards, receipt cards, and adjust
ment cards are keypunched from customer orders, 
receiving slips, and adjustment memos respec
tively. They are placed in the primary feed of the 
MFCM. During run 1, the transaction cards are 
listed and totaled on the inventory control listing. 

Step 2 

The commodity, receipt, and adjustment cards are 
sorted by item number and placed in the primary 
feed, and the inventory balance file in the secondary 
feed of the MFCM. Blank cards are placed in the 
punch. During run 2, the transaction register and 
action report is printed, new balance cards are 
created in the punch, and the files in the MFCM are 
separated in the stackers. 
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Step 3 

The commodity cards are sorted by customer num
ber and placed in the primary feed of the MFCM. 
The customer name and address file is placed in the 
secondary feed of the MFCM. Blank cards are 
placed in the punch. During rtm 3 the printer pre
pares the invoices and the punch creates the ac
counts receivable summary cards. The commodity 
cards are selected in pocket 1 of the MFCM to be 
used for sales analysis and allied reports, the name 
and address file is selected in pocket 2 undisturbed, 
and the unmatched transaction cards are selected 
for investigation. 

Step 4 

The new balance cards, created in step 2, are 
placed in the primary feed, and the unmatched bal
ance cards, from step 2, are placed in the second
ary feed of the MFCM. During run 4 the stock 
status report is prepared and the balance cards are 
merged. The stock status report need only be pre
pared when a complete inventory status is desired. 
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Batch Billing of Finished Goods with Back 
Orders - Reader, Punch (Figure 39) 

Step 1 

Four initial entries are made to the inventory con
trol and batch billing procedure. A receipt card is 
keypunched from the packing slip. Adjustments to 
inventory are keypunched. Commodity cards and a 
miscellaneous data card are punched for each 
customer order. Miscellaneous data cards are 
held for billing. 

Step 2 

The receipt cards are sorted by item number and 
commodity class and match-merged against the 
back-order file. Matched back-order cards are 
presumed to be fillable and are selected to enter 
the inventory control procedure. 

Step 3 

Receipt (CC), adjustment (EE), filled back-order 
(II), and commodity cards (BB) are listed and totaled 
on run 1, balanced back to the control tape sand 
posted to the inventory control summary sheet. 
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Step 4 

The transaction cards from run 1 are sorted by item 
number and match-merged with the inventory bal
ance file. Unmatched transaction cards are in
vestigated for incorrect item number or missing 
inventory balance cards. The active inventory bal
ance cards, followed by their transaction cards, 
produce the transaction register and action report 
during run 2. New balance cards are punched for 
active inventory items, and a back-order flag is 
punched for commodity cards that must be back
ordered (no partial back orders filled). The old 
balance cards are discarded, receipt and adjustment 
cards held for material accounting, and commodity 
and filled back-order cards held for step 6. The 
totals of beginning commodity (BB), receipts (CC), 
and adjustments (EE) are balanced to the inventory 
control summary sheet. The totals of beginning 
on-hand (FF'), ending on-hand (FF) and new back 
orders (GG) are posted to the inventory control 
summary sheet. 

step 5 

The back-order flags are used to select the com
modity cards that must be back-ordered, USing a 
collator. The back-order flags are then discarded. 
Unselected commodity and filled back-order cards 
are then used for billing. The selected new back
order cards are held for run 5. 
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Step 6 

Commodity and filled back-order cards are merged 
with miscellaneous data cards by sorting on order 
number (if desired) and then customer number. 
There cards are match-merged with the customer 
name and address file. This merged deck is used to 
produce invoices during run 3. Accounts receivable 
summary cards are punched for each invoice. The 
billing cards are separated, name and address 
cards refiled, miscellaneous data cards discarded, 
and commodity cards held for sales analysis. The 
total billing revenue (MM) for the invoices is posted 
to the inventory control summary sheet. 

Step 7 

The accounts receivable summary cards are used 
to produce the accounts receivable register during 
run 4. Invoice summary cards may be punched at 
this time and held for sales analysis. The total 
receivables (NN) on the accounts receivable register 
is posted to the inventory control summary sheet. 

Step 8 

Selected new back-order cards from step 5 are 
merged with unfilled back-order cards to produce 
the new back-order file; the new back-order file is 
listed to produce the back-order register on run 5. 
An identifying punch is then gang-punched into the 
back-order cards. Total ending back-order amount 
(XX) is posted, and the new back-order amount (GG) 
is balanced to the inventory control summary sheet. 

Step 9 

The inventory control summary sheet allows the 
inventory control procedure to be completely 
checked for error. The type of control is deter
mined by the type of starting control figures on 
tapes in step 1. The inventory control summary 
sheet contains three sections: bac.k orders, on
hand, and revenue. 

Back orders. This section provides a control 
over the back-order file. The ending back-order 
file total (XX) from the back-order register is 
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balanced to the calculated ending back-order total 
derived as follows: 

Ending back orders = beginning back orders -
filled back orders + new 
back orders 

Beginning back orders (XX') is the ending back
order total from the previous inventory control 
procedure. All figures except ending back orders 
and beginning back orders are obtained from the 
inventory control summary. An out-of-balance 
condition requires that the filled back orders (II) and 
new back orders (GG) be listed. These lists, plus 
the previous back-order register (showing beginning 
back orders) and current back-order register, are 
needed to locate missing, incorrect or extra cards. 

On-hand. This section provides a control over 
the inventory balance file and the current trans
action cards. The new ending on-hand (FF) is 
checked by determining it as follows: 

Ending on-hand = beginning on-hand - beginning 
commodity - filled back orders + 
receipt ± adjustments + new 
back orders 

All figures except ending on-hand are obtained from 
the inventory control summary. If the calculated 
ending on-hand figure does not balance to the on
hand figure printed on the inventory action report, 
the transactions should be separated, listed, 
totaled, and checked against the control tapes. 
This should locate the out-of-balance type of trans
action. A comparison of the listed transactions in 
error with the control listing of run 1 should locate 
the extra, incorrect, or missing cards. The unit 
on-hand figure should be verified periodically by a 
physical inventory. The dollar on-hand figure 
represents the capital invested in inventory. 

Revenue. This section provides control over the 
billing, accounts receivable, and sales analysis 
procedures, which are closely connected with the 
inventory control procedure. The billing revenue 
(MM) is balanced to the total receivables (NN) 
entering the accounts receivable procedure. Since 
sales analysis is obtained periodically, the sales 
analysis total (PP) is balanced to the sum of the 
billing revenue totals (l; MM) accumulated since 
the last sales analysis procedure. 
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Step 10 

If a stock status summary is desired, the new bal
ance cards are merged with the comparative stock 
status file (if comparative data is desired), and 
these cards are processed on the Model 20 to pro
duce the comparative stock status summary and 
updated stock status analysis cards. The beginning 
(FF') and ending (FF) on-hand figures are balanced 
to the inventory control summary. The deck from 
run 6 and the new stock status analysis cards are 
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processed on the collator to produce the updated 
stock status analysis file, select out the stock status 
analysis cards that were updated, and select out the 
balance cards. The new balance cards are then 
merged into the inventory balance file. If no com
parative data is required in the stock status sum
mary, step 10 consists of merging the new balance 
cards into the inventory balance file and running the 
entire inventory balance file on run 6 to produce the 
stock status summary and control totals. 



MERCHANDISE CONTROL 

Detailed information concerning inventory and 
movement of merchandise is required by depart
ment stores, retail chains and similar organi
zations to enable them to manage their business 
effectively. The development of branch stores, the 
large number of items stocked, the heavy volume 
of transactions, and the increase in fashion items 
are some of the many factors that have made it very 
difficult to control effectively the merchandising 
functions of a large retailing organization without 
accurate and timely records. The faster reporting 
and increase in accuracy of the Model 20 over 
punched card systems makes the Model 20 well 
suited for providing this vitally important infor
mation for retailers. This section covers a com
monly used method of merchandise control based 
on punched price tickets and a Model 20 system 
using the MFCM. 
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Figure 40. Print/punch price tickets 

Print/punch price tickets fulfill the functions of 
normal price tickets and, in addition, contain 
punched information which enables them to be used 
as an automatic means of entry into data processing 
procedures. Samples of two commonly used print/ 
punch price tickets are shown in Figure 40. These 
are usually prepared with two to five stubs and 
generally contain either 20 or 25 positions of 
punched information and up to 47 positions of printed 
data. They are prepared and attached to the 
merchandise in a manner similar to that of ordinary 
price tickets. Thus a source record, providing in
expensive and automatic input, can be prepared with 
little additional effort in the marking department. 

While the number of stubs used and the infor
mation punched vary from store to store and depart
ment to department, three-stub tickets are probably 
the most common. 

Print/punch price tickets are processed in an 
IBM 549 Ticket Converter to produce sales cards, 
which are the primary punched card input to the 
merchandise control application. A sample sales 
card is shown in Figure 41. In most cases tumble 
cards (cards which are used once, turned and 
used a second time) are used, since the information 
required is generally less than 40 columns. 
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In some cases, generally where a larger ticket 
is desirable, a three-part IBM card (Figure 42) is 
used rather than a print/punch ticket or a conven
tional price tag. The IBM card price ticket is 
usually prepared as follows: \Vhen merchandise is 
received, a master card is punched for each lot of 
merchandise that differs in style, color or other 
sales characteristics. From these master cards a 
three-part ticket for each garment is reproduced in 
the MFCM and interpreted for greater readability 
by store personnel. 

After the tickets are prepared they are attached 
to the garments with a string or tamper-proof seal. 
When the merchandise is sold, the sales portion of 
the tag is removed and returned to the accounting 
department. Sales statistics and inventory reports 
are then prepared the same way as for the print/ 
punch ticket, except that the stub ticket is either 
read by an IBM reproducer with a stub card device, 
or used to hand-select the corresponding card from 
an inventory file. 

Four basic reports are produced during the 
merchandise control application: the sales report, 
the inventory transaction register, the sales and 
inventory report, and the class price line report. 
In addition to these reports, others can easily be 
developed by sorting and summarizing the sales 
cards in different manners. Thus, reports showing 
sales by item within color, or by item within size, 
or by item within material, etc., can be produced 
according to the needs of the user. 
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Figure 42. Three-part IBM card sales ticket 
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The sales report in Figure 43 shows the sales of 
a dress department broken down into size within 
color, within style, within manufacturer, within 
merchandise classification. The entire sales report 
is in department-number order and lists this infor
mation for all items sold in all departments. This 
report is prepared either daily, several times a 
week, or weekly, depending upon the volwnes 
and requirements of the individual store or 
department. 

The inventory transaction register for merchan
dise control application is a listing of all trans
action cards used to update the inventory balance 
file. 

The sales and inventory report (Figure 44) re
lates the sales to remaining inventory levels. This 
report is less detailed than the sales report, since 
the information is broken down only by style level. 
The sales and inventory report is a type of inventory 
velocity report, since it shows the changes in sales 
over the past four time periods. 

The gross profit information, combined with the 
velocity figures, can make the sales and inventory 
report more valuable. 

The class price line report (Figure 45) shows 
sales broken down by price line within merchandise 
classification. This report provides one of the most 
common types of classification control, in that sales 
and inventory figures in units and dollars are main
tained for a similar class and price-group of items 
in a department. The report provides a broad 
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Figure 44. Unit sales and inventory report 

CLASS PRICE LINE REPORT 

On Order On Hand Soles 

picture of the merchandise status of a given depart
ment, and is the basis of open-to-buy decisions 
made by buyers. The buyer refers to the retail 
amount on the report to determine what money is 
available for the purchase of merchandise within a 
given classification. The class price line report is 
also used by the buyers and merchandise manager 
as a means of setting and changing merchandising 
activities and policies. 
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The discussion of merchandise control presented 
in this section is based on four types of trans
actions: receipts, sales, miscellaneous trans
actions, and transfers of stock. Although the 
control totals and procedures are not shown, they 
are similar to those used in batch billing. 
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Merchandise Control - MFCM (Figure 46) 

Step 1: Receipts 

Items on order are represcnted by cards in the on
order file. When orders are received, the cards 
representing the orders are pullpd from the on
order file and the quantity received is punched in 
cards. For damaged goods or a partial shipment, 
an on-order card representing the balance of the 
order still to be received is punched and filed in the 
on-order file. Receipt cards are then held for 
step 5. 

Step 2: Sales 

After merchandise is received, it is ticketed and 
forwarded to the selling floor as it is needed. When 
a sale is made, the print/punch price ticket is re
moved and held until the end of the day. The tickets 
are then forwarded to the data processing depart
ment, where they are separated into groups of 
mutilated tickets, regular tickets, and tickets of 
marked-down merchandise. The mutilated tickets 
are converted to punched cards by a keypunch oper
ator. The regular tickets are processed through an 
IBM 549 Ticket Converter. All information stored 
in the price ticket, plus additional information of a 
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fixed nature, such as store number, type of trans
action, and date, is punched into IBM cards. 
Markdowns are also processed by the converter and 
all fields are punched with the exception of sales 
price, which is manually ptmched after the ticket
converting operation. 

The sales cards are sorted by department, class 
and sty Ie. Sale s cards are then merged with blanks 
in the M FC M during run 1. The sales report is 
produced and sales summary cards are punched 
during run 1. The sales cards are held for sales 
analysis. The sales summary cards, one for each 
line on the sales report, are held for step 5. 

Step 3: Miscellaneous Transactions 

Miscellaneous changes to inventory resulting from 
orders, customer returns, returns to manufac
turers, and adjustments are keypunched into 
miscellaneous transaction cards. These cards are 
held for step 5. 

Step 4: Transfers 

Interstore transfers, or transfers between depart
ments, are punched into transfer cards as increases 
(transfers-in) or decreases (transfers-out) to in
ventory. These cards are held for step 5. 



(2) Receipts 

Receipts 

Receipts 

Open Order File 

Mutilated 

o Sales 

Remove Ticket when 
Merchandise is Sold 

Tickets 

To Data Processing Department 

Regular Markdowns 

r;\ Orders, MFR, Returns f4\ Transfers 
\..J and Adjustments V 

Miscellaneous 
Transactions 

To Data Processing Department 

Remove Ticket 

Tickets 

To Data Processing Department 

Miscellaneous 
Transactions 

Transfers Out 

Transfers In 

Department, Class, Manufacturer and Style 

MFCM 

Blanks Sales Report 
Run 1 

Sales Summary Card 

S.lee Ao.I I 

-.~-~ , 
To Sheet 2 

Figurp ~> Merr:nandise control--MFCM (1 of 2) 
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Class Price Line 
Summary Cards 

4-------1 Sales Summary Card 
Sales Anal. 

Transfer 

Misc. Tran. 

Receipt 

Old C. P. L. Cd 
Discard 

Figure 46. Merchandise control--MFCM (2 of 2) 
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Step 5 

The receipts, followed by transfers, miscellaneous 
transactions, and sales summary cards, are sorted 
by stock number. The sorted cards are merged 
with blanks in the MFCM during run 2, and the 
inventory transaction register is produced. During 
run 2, two blank cards are merged behind each 
stock-number group. 

Step 6 

All transaction cards from run 2, with the two blank 
cards behind each stock-number group, are placed 
in the primary feed, and the inventory balance file 
in the secondary feed of the MFCM. During run 3, 
the sales and inventory report is produced. At the 
same time, the changes to the inventory balance file 
are punched, merged with the inactive inventory 
balance cards, and selected into pocket 1. The old 

balance cards, selected into pocket 2, are dis
carded. The transaction cards, with one blank card 
behind each stock-number group, are selected into 
pocket 3 and held for step 7. 

Step 7 

The transaction and blank cards are placed in the 
primary feed and the class price line summary file 
in the secondary feed of the MFCM. During run 4, 
the class price line report is produced. Also during 
this run, the new class price line file is produced 
and selected into pocket 1. The sales summary 
cards are selected into pocket 2, to be used for 
sales analysis. Receipt, miscellaneous trans
action, and transfer cards are selected into pocket 
3, to be used for material accounting and/or other 
analysis reports. The updated old class price line 
summary cards are selected into pocket 4 and dis
carded. 
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ACCOUNTS PAYABLE 

GENERAL 

The two major functions of accounts payable are (1) 
the payment of bills (disbursements) and (2) the 
assignment of charges to the proper departments or 
accounts (distributions). Both functions are 
important because they deal with the use of 
company money. 

Bills must be paid promptly in order to take 
advantage of available discounts within the pre
scribed time limit, and to maintain a good credit 
rating. Discounts earned can amount to large 
sums over a period of time; the loss of discounts 
directly reduces total profit. Loss of discounts 
implies late payments, which in turn may reflect on 
a company's credit status. 

In addition, management must know how 
much was spent, to whom it was paid, and 
for what it was spent. Accurate and timely 
data for analysis is vital to this function. 

Accounts payable cards (Figure 47) for dis
bursements and distribution are punched from 
the validated vendor's invoice. Because a dis
bursement is concerned with paying the total 
liability and establishing the discount amount, 
only one card is needed for this function. 

For distribution, one card is usually punched 
for each line item on the vendor's invoice and 
contains the data for each item purchased and 
the distribution charge code. If a single item 

cost is distributed to more than one account, 
one card is ptU1ched for each accow1t number 
charged. 

After punching, the cards are listed to prepare 
an invoice register (Figure 48). The invoice 
register is a permanent record of items of in
debtedness which makes it possible to review any 
transactions without reference to the original 
documents. At the same time, the distribution 
cards for an invoice are balanced to the disburse
ment card to ensure correct punching. The sum of 
the distribution cards must equal the invoice 
amount punched in the disbursement card. 

Totals accumulated during preparation of the 
register are balanced to previously established 
controls and posted to the accounts payable control 
sheet. 

Most businesses schedule dates for writing and 
remitting checks. Before checks can be written, 
however, money must be available to cover their 
total dollar amount. Therefore, it is important 
that cash be made available to meet all obligations 
and that checks be written and remitted within the 
allowable period. 

The cash requirements report (Figure 49) per-
mits the company treasurer to adjust the cash 
balance in the accounts payable account to the 
minimum requirements for that payment date or to 
select items for payment; it also assures taking all 
possible discounts. When the necessary transfer of 



~ ~~ 
---~--------------------------------------------------------------------------r---- HENRY JOHN & CO. i _ 

---------

DATE MAR 1 9 196- DAILY INVOICE REGISTER 

ENTRY 
DATE 

INV 
DATE 

VENDOR 
INVOICE VENDOR OUR ~ ~ ACCT. NO. DEPT. 

NUMBER NUMBER V~U~~E~ ~ 8 GEN. SUB. CHG. 

3119 311" KESTON CASTING' 42397 
3119 311< KESTON CASTING 42397 
3119 3/1< KESTON CASTING 42397 

7604 
7604 
7604 

464Bl 19 364-0BC 13 
46'+Bl 19 364-41C 13" 
464B1 19 364-08C 13~ 

3/19 3/1< KESTON CASTING' 42397 7604 46481 19 211 

3/19 3/16 AMER REF PROD 
3/19 3/16 AMER REF PROD 
3/19 3/16 AMER REF PROD 

3/19 3/16 AMER REF PROD 

3/19 3/15 OLONSON SUPPLY 

3/19 3/15 OLONSON SUPPLY 

3/19 3/15 OLONSON SUPPLY 

3/19 3/15 OLONSON SUPPLY 

12088 
1203B 
12C8B 

12088 

662C 
662C 
6620 

662e 

46482 19 364-126 031 
46482 19 364-126 031 
46482 19 364-126 031 

46482 19 211 

8633 3642 4648 20 358-012 100 

8633 3642 46483 20 211 

4290 7602 46484 27 358-012 100 

4290 7602 46484 27 211 

ITEM 
NUMBER 

865 
1149 P 

518 

1242 
IGJJ 
1040 

DUE 
DATE 

3/2' 
3/2< 
3/2~ 

3/2~$ 

3/2C 
3/2( 
3/26 

3/26$ 

3/2'i 

3/25 

QUANTITY 

DISCOUNT' 

100 
1 

72 

3.18 l> 

50 
50 
10 

23.63*~ 

144 

.24*$ 

12 

- 3/19 3114 SUTLER MFG 
3/19 3/14 SUTLeR MFG 

55592 
55592 

7731 
7731 

46487 19 364-117 031 76428 3/24 
46487 19 364-126 40B 39117 3/24 

48 
144 

------

3/19 3/14 SUTLER r~FG 55592 

3/19 3/15 CALHOUN & COLLS 18687 
3/19 3/15 CALHOUN & CGLLS 18687 
3/19 3/1'> CALHOUS & COLL 18687 
3/19 3/15 CALHOUN & COLL 18687 

3/19 3/1" CALHOUN & COLL 18687 

CONTROL 

Figure 48. Invoice register 

7731 

7755 

46487 19 211 

46488 19 364-612 132 
46488 19 364-525 391 
46488 19 364-016 166 
46486 27 358-525 391 

46488 19 211 

-

6677 
10320 

9117 
10320 

-

• KRAUSZ MANUFACTURING COMPANY 
ACCOUNTS PAYABLE • CASH REQUIREMENTS STATEMENT 

• ~.g.~.(;:'~ -~~ ROUT TO 

• v 
VENDOR 

VENDOR 
DUE DATE INVOICE AMOUNT DISCOUNT CHECK AMOUNT 

NUMBER 

- SClLVAY GEN SUP 1016 4/16 $ 773.30 $ 15.47 $ 757.83 
ROCHESTER PR CO 1021 4/16 1,620.18 32.40 1,587.78 
CALABRIA CONT 1049 4/16 143.65 2.87 140.78 

• ONONDAGA STL CO 1077 4/16 5,982.82 119.66 5,863.16 
BLACK & NICHOLS 1103 4/16 14.25 .71 13.54 
AUSTERHOLZ INC 1240 4/16 624.77 12.50 612.27 - AUSTERHOLZ INC 1240 4/16 1,833.19 36.66 1,796.53 
CHRISTIE (,. CO 1366 4/16 745.54 745.54 
WILSON (,. WILSON 2231 4/16 2,936.12 58.72 2,877 .40 

• CLAR. HIGGINS 2590 4/16 1,000.00 1,000.00 
HONOUR BROS 3101 4/16 97.36 1.95 95.41 
BASTIANI (.. SON 3112 4/16 3,580.85 71. 62 3,509.23 

• DRJ WIRE CO 3164 4/16 256.90 5.14 251. 76 
HASTING-WHITE 3258 4/16 1,144.42 22.89 1,121.53 
DARor,o AR T ME T 3427 4/16 32.75 .66 32.09 

• DARONO A'KT MET 3427 4/16 127.52 2.55 124.97 
nAJiONO ART MET 3427 4/16 96.60 1.93 94.57 

Figure 49. Cash requirements report 

3/24$ 

3/25 
3/25 
3/25 

3/2"$ 

1. 31 'fg, 

50 
12 

1 
2 

2.05"·,!· 

DATE APR 1 2 196-

SHEEL_L_OF ~ 

SHEET 4- OF + : 
ITEM AMOUNT 

INVOICE 
TOTAL' 

28.60 
32.97 
97.21 

158.78'" . 
[J[J 

675.95 
195.15 
310.52 

1,Hll.b2"~ 
[J[J 

12.00 

12.00"'~ 
[JC 

3.00-

3.00-~ 
[JC 

12.38 
53.05 

32.77 
51. 24 
27.25 
8.54-

102.72*16 
cc 

V 
62,106.47~$ 

• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 

NET 
PAYABLE 

155.60 

II 
I I-
---1,157.99": _ 

I 
I I-I 

11.76·1 

:-
I 
I 

3.00-: -
I 

:-
I 

I 
I 

64.12*1 
I -:-
I 

:-
I 

100.67~': _ 

I 
I 

)-
61,040.35 c: 

I OIoIo·E:J _ 
&.?, I Ol,,"n: _ 
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~ -
0: 

I 
I 

0 I 

- __ , ________________________________________________________________ L ____ _ 

o : CHECK NO. 16~5 o 
I C & D DYEING AND FINISHING CO 1291 W 33rd STREET STATEMENT OF REMITIANCE 

o I I 
: I>----~-----__l 
I " I co' r ,0 

o ,i II il2S/S-

o 1127/6-

i.3" 'I 

'LI'2 

TI 64 5:.:T
I 

$ 

6516 ~ 

3G 7.1 . 

18. ~4 

o 

o 

0 () 
S3 7 .02* 

0 0 

0 ') 
I I 

I QE1ACH BEFORE DEPOSITING I ?)- - i - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --- - -- -- - ---- ----- - -- ---- - --- - --- - - - -- - - -- ----- - -- - - t- - - -'J-

o 

I 1-30 I 
TI6 I 

C & D DYEING AND FINISHING CO. 
CHESTER, VERMONT 

DATE CHECK NO. 

1645 2/04/6- EXACTLY "*537 

- - -
$ 14.25 $ .71 $ 

I 

DOLLARS 02 CENTS 

I 0 
13.5 4 <1 

I 
0 

• D DYEING & FINISHING CO. 

o 

o 

o 
-- - ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ~---- o 

0 
I KRAUSZ MANUFACTURING COMPANY I 

I 0 
: SYRACUSE, NEW YORK 

STATEMENT OF REMITTANCE 
NEW YORK, NEW YORK 

I 

0 I CHECK VENDOR INVOICE VENDOR'S INVOICE DISCOUNT AMOUNT 0 
I NUMBER DATE INVOICE NO. PAID 

o 

0 : 12400410 AUS TERHOLZ INC 2/08/- A 45920 S 624.77 12.50 $ 612.27 
0 I 

INC I AUS TERHOLZ 2109/- A 45974 1,833.19 36.66 1,796.53 

KRAUSZ MANUFACTURING COMPANY 50.1003 0 
SYRACUSE, NEW YORK 

p AY TQ THE ORDER QF 

AUS TERHOLZ INC. 

~ 
GENESEE COMMERCIAL TRUST COMPANY 

SYlll:A.CUSE, NEW YORK .. • 1,1-11- '21!' •• 0 •• 

213 

0 

.96 5 49.16 $ 2,408. 804 0 
OOu. ... 'C .. TO 

$ 2,40e 80 
, 

0 
I 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - t ---
",CCOUNTS PAYAIU :OMPANY : t"\ 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

( 
) 

CHECK 
NUMBER 

INVOICE 
DATE 

ODIN CHEMICAL CO. 
BROCKTON, PA. 

STATEMENT OF REMlnANCE 

VENDORS 
INVOICE NO. CODE 

INVOICE 
AMOUNT 

o 

o 

DISCOUNT NET AMOUNT I 0 

(

CODE 1242 1/23/6- AB 2576 98.13 1.% 96.17 ) 0 
1 YOUI 

INVOICE 1/28/6- AB 2588 158.78 3.18 155.60 

(
'2::~C. 1128/6- CM 0085 25.00- .50- 24.50- ~ 0 

3 ~~:~~. J 

c~-;::::::::=:::::: : ___ ::::::::: :::: ___ :_3:1:.;':~.~: :::~<:;::::: ;~'-~:::J : 
(' ~ 

001242 ODl:\ CHE'\IIC.U CO:\IPA:\Y 1-:'~2 J 0 

[ I I ",0<",0. 'A j : 
(

' TO THE ORDER OF, I' ') 

NI XON GLASS 0 

NIXON,VIRGINIA PAY~I $OLL;;; ~C~~Tsl 0 

[, .. omo •• := .. : .. ':."'''0 .... ' ... ~~~ I 0 

.... ---- ---- ........ ------ ----- ---e •• ---- ---- __ ---- •• e--- - - - -- - --_. e- ---- -- ---1 0 

Figure 50. Remittance statements and checks 
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cash has been made, checks and remittance state
ments can be prepared. 

A remittance statement accompanying a check is 
an explanation to the vendor of what obligations are 
covered by the payment, and the method used to 
arrive at the check amount. The actual types of 
remittance statements (Figure 50) are as varied as 
the businesses that use them, but their basic 
purpose is the same. When a continuous form is 
used, the remittance statement generally precedes 
the check. 

The cash disbursements register (Figure 51) is a 
concise record of all payments made. It shows the 
vendor's name and number, items paid, check 
number, date, debit amount, discount amount and 

• KRAUSZ MANUFACTURING CO. 
ACCOUNTS PAYABlE 

• CASH DISBURSEMENTS REGISTER 

credit amount of all checks issued for easy 
reference. 

The factor that gives the truest basis for 
accounting records is actual cost. Expense records 
are based on experience, and all money paid out 
should be allocated to the phase of business 
operation that made the expense necessary. 

At the end of each accounting period, the payables 
distribution cards that were accumulated from 
daily or periodic processing of payables are used to 
produce the accounts payable distribution report 
(Figure 52). 

• 
• 

• ~./l.G?GJ~ 
DATE APR 1 6 196- • ROUT TO SHEET _J_OF--2.--

v CHECK NO. ACCOUNTS PAYABLE CREDIT 

• VENDOR VENDOR 0 ~ I CASH • NUMBER I:$i: 10 DEBIT DISCOUNT 

SOLVAY GEN SUP 1016e4116 ~ 773.30 $ 15.47 ~ 757.83 

• ROCHESTER PR CO 102~041J.6 1,620.18 32.40 1,587.78 • CALABRIA CONT 104 04~ 6 143.65 2.87 140.78 
ONONDAGA STl CO 1077'04j16 5,982.82 119.66 5,863.16 

• BLACK [, NICHOLS 1103:04116 14.25 .71 13.54 • AUSTERHOlZ INC 1240e4116 2,457.96 49.16 2,408.80 
CHRISTIE:. & CO 1366e4iJ. 6 745.54 745.54 

• WILSON & WILSON 2231e4~6 2,936.12 58.72 2,871.40 • CLARo HIGGINS ~i6~g~ ~ 1,000.00 1,000.00 
HONOUR RROS 97.36 1.95 95.41 

• BASTIANI (, SON 3112b4 6 3,580.85 71.62 3,509.23 • DRJ ~i1RE CO 3164b4 6 256.90 5.14 251.76 
HASTING-WrlITE 3258k:l4 1I 6 1,144.42 22.89 1,121.53 

---
• DARONO ART MET 3427b4 6 256.87 5.14 251.73 

Figure 51. Cash disbursement register 

• HENRY JOHN & CO. • 
ACCOUNTS PAYABLE DISTRIBUTION SUMMARY • MAR 30 196- SHEET~OF--.!f:._ • DATE 

ENTRY NVOICE VENDOR INVOICE VENDOR W~~rE~R ENT. ~ DEPT. ITEM DUE 
QUANTITY 

INVOICE GENERAL 

• CODE DATE ABBREVIA TlON NUMBER NUMBER CODE GEN.·SUB. CHG. NUMBER DATE AMOUNT LEDGER • MACHINERY 364-080 

• 3/05 3/03 KES TON CASTINGS 41065 760'. 41750 19 364-080 132 30236 3/13 6 $ 347.85 • 3/12 3/09 HASTING-WHITE 11333 8420 42916 19 36 LI-080 031 1689 3119 144 262.19 
3/13 3/12 KESTON CASTINGS 41988 760 L, 43008 19 364-080 132 51706 3/22 6 333.60 

• 3115 3/13 KRAUSZ MFG CO 24092 3466 LI3262 19 364-080 100 104008 3/23 1 2,897.45 • 3/15 3113 KRAUSZ MFG CO. 24092 3466 43262 19 364-080 100 20343 3/23 1 1,390.11 
3119 3115 KESTON CASTINGS 42397 760 L• 46481 19 364-080 132 865 3/25 100 28.60 

• 3119 3115 KESTON CASTINGS 42397 1604 46481 19 364-080 132 518 3/25 72 97. 21 • 3/29 3/26 MIDWEST CAST CO 13738 8092 46826 19 364-080 132 1162 4/09 12 165.95 
3/29 3/26 KRAUSZ MFG CO 25164 3466 46829 19 364-080 100 187661 4/09 1 944.40 

• $ 6,467.36* • 
• RAW STORES 364-126 • 3112 3/07 DRJ WIRE CO 44492 2910 41801 19 364-126 408 33927 3/1'/ 1000 180.45 

3112 3/09 SOUTH lAKE SAND A1925 4647 42888 19 364-126 100 630 3119 20000 600.00 

• 3112 3/09 CALHOUN [, COllS 11831 1755 42891 19 364-126 100 12882 3/19 72 163.39 • 3/12 3/09 8RIEN & HAYNES 55630 9132 42895 19 364-126 408 6491 3119 100 491. 00 
3119 3/16 AMER REF PROD 12088 7620 46523 19 364-126 031 1242 3/26 50 675.95 

• 3119 3116 AMER REF PROD 12088 7620 46523 19 364-126 031 1633 3/26 50 195.15 • 3119 3116 AMER REF PRO(1 12088 1620 46523 19 364-126 031 1040 3/26 10 310.52 
3119 3/14 SUTLER MFG 55592 7131 46402 19 364-126 408 39117 3/24 144 53.05 

• 3119 3113 BRIEN [, HAINES 55898 9132 43275 19 364-126 408 7459 3/23 15 49.56 • 3/21 3/18 OlONSON SUrPlY 9247 7622 46124 19 364-126 100 3/28 144 12.00 
3/21 3/18 SOUTH lAKE SAND A1994 4647 46136 19 364-126 100 630 3/28 20000 600.00 

• 3/21 3118 CALHOUN [, COllS 18926 775<; 46139 19 364-126 391 10320 3/28 12 51.24 • 3/21 3115 DRJ WIRE CO 45318 2910 45733 19 364-126 408 38618 3/25 5000 764.25 
3/21 3/15 AMER REF 1:E..QlL 19637 7620 456B.1. ~ 1364-126 031 1242 ..l.L2.5 50 

Figure 52. Accounts payable distribution report 
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SUMMARY OF PURCHASES 

DATE 3/31/6-
ACCOUNT SUB·ACCOUNT GENl. ACCOUNT ACCOUNT NAME 

GENl. I SUB I TOTAL TOTAL 

R.t.W to.HE R I t.L S I I I I I 
BRASS 123 301 $ 14,971.50 
CAS TI NGS 123 305 24,607.53 
BLANKED PARTS 123 320 180.75 
GEARS 123 325 134.45 
GLASSWARE 123 330 300.78 
INSULATING MATERIAL 123 340 2,338.45 
LUMBER 123 
PAINTS 123 

PURCHASE ANALYSIS BY VENDOR DARTS 123 
STEEL 123 
VARNISHES 123 VENDOR'S 

VENDOR'S NAME 
AMOUNT RETURNS NET AMOUNT NET AMOUNT lNOUASE 

VENEERED PANELS 123 NO. THIS MONTH Y[AR TO DATE Y[AR TO DATE LAST yEAR TO 0 ... TE oa: DECREASE 

27 ASSOT MAC-IINE CO 12:36 i 44 I 3194126 3010 1 42 183
1
84 

53 ACE TOOL CO [ 1 1975[15 1859176 115
1
39 - 66 ACME ABRASIVE CO 342136 1 1505[93 1482150 23 43 

324 ALLA" ALLOYS CO 
1 

95 pO 4675
1
22 4410 15 265107 

367 AMERICAN TOOL CO 
1 

986 74 1293184 307110 
425 ANGJS METAL WORKS 1 342189 795122 47 67 
475 APEX CORPORA T 10,\1 2316

1
84 245173 10476179 9473165 1003114 

502 ARCO STATIONERY CO I 319,42 445 93 126151 
1902 164 43

1
19 

EXPENSE BUDGET ANALYSIS 
801142 10 03 

1694
1
74 97144 

COMPARATIVE 562 18 31
1
23 

4273156 198 38 DATE 3/31/6- ~O 12128 
DEPT. ACCOUNT EXPENSE EXPENSE BUDGET 

THIS MONTH THIS MONTH GENl. SUB. 

3 913 660 $ 2,378.55 $ 2,500.00 $ 

3 913 700 675.95 725.00 

EXPENSE 
YEAR·TO·DATE 

7,289.50 $ 

3,000.00 

EXPENSE BUDGET 
YEAR-TO-DA TE 

7,500.00 

2,655.32 

SAXON AND JOYE INC-
EXPENSE DISTRIBUTION 

BY DEPARTMENT OR BRANCH 

SHEET ---S-OF --LI--- DATE MAR 31196-
DEPT. ACCOUNT 

VOUCHER DEPARTMENT 
OR NUMBER DATE AMOUNT ACCOUNT OR BRANCH 
BR. GEN.·SUB. NUMBER TOTAL TOTAL 

40 873 -430 33921 3/03 687.50 

40 87( -430 34763 3/12 732.04 

40 873 -430 39810 3/23 16.67 

$ 1,436.21* $ 8,741.81* $26,109.40* 

BRANCH EXPENSE STATEMENT 26618 3/01 175.95 

DATE 3/31/6- 27003 3/02 47.60 

ACCOUNT NAME BRANCH 
ACCOUNT 

AMOUNT 39824 3/25 483.52 
NUMBER 

$ 707.07* 
COLLECTION EXPENSE 10 570 $ 10.00 

22 570 25.00 336 L 

$ 35.00 * BRANCH EXPENSE STATEMENT 
336 L 

DONATIONS 1 610 $ 20.00 
4 610 50.00 DATE 3/31/6-
7 610 30.00 -'----

ACCOUNT NAME BRANCH 
ACCOUNT 

10 610 25.00 NUMBER 

16 610 5.00 
22 610 60.00 
31 610 10.00 OPERATORS SALARIES 1 113 $ 
34 610 45.00 CLERICAL SALARIES 1 114 

$ 245.00 * JANITOR WAGES 1 141 
BANK CHARGES 1 540 

DUES 13 620 $ 25.00 DONATIONS 1 610 
19 620 15.00 

Figure 53, Analysis reports 
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2145.00 
4080.00 
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The disbursement cards in the paid accounts 
payable file and the distribution cards in the payables 
distribution file constitute a completely detailed 
history of the payables transactions of an 
organization. The IBM method of data processing 
makes it possible to present all this information in 
the form of readable reports in order to provide 
management with a basis on which to make future 
purchasing decisions. Examples of these reports 
are shown in Figure 53. 

Control of accounts payable starts in the 
accounting department when the invoices are 
checked for accuracy, approved and vouchered. 
When the invoices and related documents are 
validated and the posting process begins, they are 
accompanied by an adding machine control tape. 

The totals on the invoice register must compare 
with the totals on the control tape, thus ensuring 
overall accuracy of the quantitative data for that 
day. Invoices omitted or posted twice by mistake 
are quickly caught. 

Two sets of cards are used in preparing the 
invoice register: distribution cards provide the 
detail; disbursement cards, the total and discounts. 
The accumulated totals of the distribution cards 
must equal the totals of the disbursement cards. 
Accuracy in the invoice register is assured by 
a crossfoot check of accounts payable against net 
payables plus discounts. 

A new control sheet (Figure 54) is started at the 
beginning of each accounting period by entering the 
balance of accounts payable shown on the last trial 
balance. During the accounting period, whenever 
an invoice register is produced, the total shown on 
it is entered as a credit to accounts payable. 

The cash disbursements register lists payments 
made, net amount, and discount taken. The total of 
payments made reduces accounts payable and is 
posted as a debit. The net payables amount appears 
on the control sheet as a credit to cash, and the 
total discount is posted as a credit to discounts. 

The control sheet shows opening balance and 
totals of daily transactions for the current period. 
All distributions and reports of these transactions 
must balance to this control. The balance in the 
control account corresponds to the net amount of 
unpaid accounts payable cards, representing open 
invoices or credit memorandums. The control 
sheet is the medium by which the trial balance will 
be proved. 

The trial balance (Figure 55) is the total amount 
of accounts payable as of a given date. By listing 
the accounts payable file by vendor number and due 
date, a list of all obligations remaining unpaid at 
the closing of the accounting period is obtained. 
This is the trial balance and, if correct, it will 
agree with the totals on the daily control sheet. 

ACCOUNTS PAYABLE CONTROL SHEET 
MONTH ~ 

Entry 
Opening 

N.w Cash Discount 
Dot. 

Balance INVOICES Poy",enll Balance Paid Talten 
Initio I 

(TrioI801.) 

3/1 84 326 52 84 326 52 
3/5 8.f. 326 52 4 24-4- 56 88 571 08 
3/6 88 571 Oli 64-8 51 II 645 77 77 573 8Z II 445 81 201 ~ -..u..a.-=u..~tP- -- --

FIgure 54. Control sheet 
........... , 

• NATIONAL PRODUCTS INC. • 
• TRIAL BALANCE • OPEN ITEMS-ACCOUNTS PAYABLE 

• CLOSING DATE MAR 30 196- SHEET~OF---'-IL- • 
• VENDOR VENDOR INVOICE DUE ACCOUNT~ DISCOUNTS NET . • NUMBER DATE DATE PAYABLE PAYABLES 

WALTERS INS 1181 3/24 4/24 382.40 382.40 

• WALTERS INS 1181 3/27 4/27 1,647.85 1,647.85 • 
$ 2,030.25~ "'~ 2 ,030.25' 

• GREENWICK FUEL 1196 3/22 4/02 126.20 2.52 123.68 • GREENWICK FUEL 1196 3/26 4/05 119.73 2.39 117.34 

• GREENWICK FUEL 1196 3/28 4/07 121.45 2.44 119.01 • 
$ 367.38' $ 7. 35"'~ 360.03' ... ----

Figure 55. Trial balance report 
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DATA PROCESSING METHODS 

Two of the data processing methods which may be 
used to process the accounts payable procedures 
outlined above are the punched card conventional 
method and the punched card systems method using 
the IBM System/360, Model 20, with printer and 
the IBM MFCM. 

Because of the variations in the method of 
preparing the disbursement and distribution cards 
for accounts payable applications, this area will not 
be described. In the conventional method, however, 
it is assumed that invoices are manually checked for 
accuracy and that discount amount and amount to pay 
are either manually calculated or calculated and 
punched by machine. In the systems method, in
voices can be manually checked for accuracy, but 
the discount percentage is keypunched into the 
disbursement cards and the discount amount and 
amount to pay are computed and punched into the 
cards in the first pass through the system. 

Punched Card Conventional Method 

Figure 56 illustrates the flow of data in posting 
liabilities, writing checks and statements, and 
recording payments in the punched card conven
tional method of processing. 

1. The disbursement and distribution cards for 
each invoice are combined and used to prepare the 
invoice register on an accounting machine to balance 
to controls. 

2. The cards are separated on the sorter, and 
the distribution cards are filed for monthly dis
tribution procedures. The disbursement cards are 
sorted by vendor number within due date sequence. 

3. Daily, the disbursement cards are merged 
with the disbursement due file. In some installa
tions this step may be performed manually. 

4. The disbursement cards for those accounts to 
be paid are sorted into vendor sequence. 

5. On the scheduled date for writing checks and 
statements, the cards for the proper due-date 
period are removed from the file and processed in 
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the accounting machine to prepare the cash require
ments statement. When the necessary transfer of 
cash has been made to the accounts payable account, 
checks and remittance statements can be prepared. 
Those selected cards for which payments will not be 
made are returned to the open accounts file. 

6. The disbursement cards that are to be paid 
are match-merged with the vendor name and address 
fHe to select cards for the respective vendors. 

7. The file is processed on the accounting 
machine to prepare the checks and statements. At 
the same time, a paid summary card is automatic
ally punched for each check written. 

8. After the checks and statements are printed, 
the paid summary cards are processed on the 
accounting machine to prepare the disbursements 
register. 

9. The vendor name and address cards are 
separated from the disbursement cards. 

10. The name and address file is combined and 
filed for next payment day. 

11. Date paid is gang-punched into the payables 
cards. 

Figure 57 shows the flow of data to create the 
monthly trial balance, distribution reports and the 
various analysis reports. 

1. The disbursement due file is sorted to vendor 
sequence and processed on the accounting machine 
to prepare the monthly trial balance. The file is 
then resorted into due date sequence. 

2. The distribution cards for the month are 
sorted into desired sequence with the last month's 
summary cards and processed on the accounting 
machine to produce any of the desired distribution 
reports. 

3. The paid disbursement cards for the month 
are sorted into desired sequences with last month's 
summary cards and processed on the accounting 
machine to produce any of the desired disbursement 
analyses. 

Note: In items 2 and 3, two sorting operations 
are required for each additional report--one to 
separate summary cards and another to sort in 
desired sequence with other summary cards. 
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Figure 57. Data flow for conventional pWlched card method (continued) 
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Punched Card Systems Method 

Figure 58 illustrates the flow of data on the Model 
20 to accomplish the same results. 

1. The distribution and disbursement cards are 
processed on the system to produce the invoice 
register. In the same run, the discount amount and 
amount to pay are calculated and punched in each 
disbursement card. The disbursement and distribu
tion cards for each invoice are automatically 
audited, zero-balanced, and stacked into separate 
stackers. 

The main difference between the distribution and 
disbursement card forms used in a System/360, 
Model 20, as compared with a card form used in a 
conventional method, is that those fields to be 
punched by the MFCM should appear in the low-order 
positions of the cards. 

2. The distribution cards, separated during the 
invoice register preparation, are filed for the 
monthly distribution procedures. The disbursement 
cards are sorted by due date within vendor sequence. 
The advantages of this are shown in step 3 and in 
the preparation of the monthly trial balance. 

3. The disbursement cards are merged with the 
open accounts payable file on the system on the 
scheduled dates before writing checks. In addition 
to the merge operation, the system (a) selects those 
items from the open accounts payable file that are 
due to be paid, (b) prepares the cash requirements 
report, and (c) accumulates balance, total invoices, 
and cash requirements totals to post to the accounts 
payable control sheet. This balancing feature per
formed each time the new disbursements are 
merged and the cash requirements report is pre
pared assures that the file is always in balance. 
The open accounts payable file is not disturbed, and 
all the cards in the open accounts file are checked 
for due date. 

When the necessary approval of payment has 
been obtained and the transfer of cash has been 
made to the accounts payable account, checks and 
remittance statements can be prepared. Those 

selected cards for which payments will not be made 
are returned to the open accounts file. 

4. The separate step of merging and selecting 
the vendor name and address cards with the 
disbursement cards to be paid is combined with the 
preparation of the statements and checks. In this 
manner, the sequence of the name and address file 
is not disturbed. This combination run not only 
eliminates the merge step in the conventional 
method, but also eliminates selecting and refiling 
the name and address cards after the statements 
and checks are printed. In addition, the disburse
ment cards are punched at the same time with 
check number and date paid. 

5. The cash disbursements register is prepared 
from the disbursement cards used to prepare the 
statements and checks. During the processing, 
blank cards are also fed into the system to create 
the paid summary cards for reconciliation. The 
paid disbursement cards are filed for month-end 
analysis. 

Figure 59 shows the flow of data to create the 
monthly trial balance, distribution reports and the 
various analysis reports on the Model 20. 

1. The monthly trial balance is created by 
passing the open accounts payable file through the 
system. Because the file is in vendor sequence, no 
sorting is required. 

2. The distribution cards and last month 
summary cards are sorted into the desired 
sequences and processed on the system to produce 
any of the desired distribution reports. Blank cards 
fed into the system create new summary cards, 
which do not require a sort to be separated. During 
these analysis runs, percentages can be calculated 
and printed. 

3. The paid disbursement cards and last month 
summary cards are sorted into the desired 
sequences and processed on the system to produce 
any of the desired distribution reports. Blank cards 
fed into the system create new summary cards. 
During these analysis runs, percentages can be 
calculated and printed. 
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PA YROLL AND LABOR ACCOUNTING 

The primary objective of payroll and labor 
accounting is the prompt and accurate reporting 
to the employee, the employer and governmental 
organizations of the amount of money paid for 
the services rendered the employer by the 
employee. 

Businesses must transmit to the employee 
an accurate record of his earnings and should 
attempt to measure performance intelligently. 
In addition to the prompt and accurate payment 
of employees, the accounting and analysis records 
of the organization play a vital role in managing 
the business. 

Since labor is the most perishable of all 
commodities or services purchased by a 
business organization, it must not be mis-
directed or wasted. Labor accounting, which 
studies rates, costs, and operating efficiencies, 
is necessary to evaluate the financial and 
operating status of a business. Labor is an 
elusive element and only the most careful 
analysis by management can detect it waste. 
Conversely, more judicious use of the labor dollar 
can increase efficiency and improve profits. 
Intimate knowledge of labor cost and usage can be a 
positive factor in attaining management goals. 

Payroll techniques vary with the size and type of 
company. However, no matter what payroll pro
cedure is used, such basic elements as source 
records, controls, regular gross earnings, taxes, 
etc., are required. Within these elements, some 
of which are controlled by law, there are many 
variations to be considered. 

SOURCE RECORDS 

Source records usually required for a complete 
payroll procedure are: 

Basic payroll and employee records. These 
records shollld include the employee's name, num
ber, Social Security number, tax class, occupation, 
department or location, and wage rate. It may also 
include job classification, regular hours, shift, and 
other pre-established information. (Personnel rec
ords are even more complete in that they include 
such information as birth date, date of employment, 
sex, education, etc., in addition to the basic payroll 
data. ) 

Deduction authorizations. Deductions from an em
ployee's gross earnings to determine net earnings 
may be classified in two ways--statutory and volun
tary. Statutory types required by either the federal, 
state or local government include withholding taxes 
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(FIT), federal insurance contribution (FICA), state 
income taxes, city or county income taxes, state 
unemployment compensation insurance, pensions, 
and retirement contributions. Voluntary types may 
include insurance, contributions, union dues, tools, 
uniforms, U. S. Savings Bonds, and stock purchases. 

Deduction authorizations are used not only to 
calculate employee earnings but also to compile the 
payroll and deduction registers, write the payroll 
checks, and maintain current balances for voluntary 
deductions such as bond purchases. 

Time and attendance records. The attendance 
time record is the basis of payroll recording under 
all systems of day work or hourly work. The 
conditions imposed by the federal Fair Labor 
Standards Act necessitate the maintenance of such 
records. Attendance records of some form are thus 
indispensable in establishing proof of compliance 
with the law. 

Permanent time records further assist in 
furnishing employees and governmental agencies 
with the many various records and reports that have 
become necessary as the result of such social 
legislation as excludable sick pay, FICA and 
state unemployment insurance. 

Production time records. Production or job 
time is the recorded time which the employee 
spends on a particular job, operation, or process. 
It is essential that both productive time and 
nonproductive time be accounted for to enable 
management to exercise effective control over both 
direct and indirect costs of production. Cost 
records accurately maintained and properly pre
sented permit management to (1) determine costs 
exactly so that sales prices may be profitably 
established or adhered to, (2) approve payroll 
expenditures with assurance that every cent of 
payroll has been accounted for, and (3) determine 
effective cost reduction policies through the analysis 
of actual costs and their comparison with standards 
or budgeted amounts. 

Samples of these source records are shown in 
Figure 60. 

OUTPUT RE PORTS 

As a result of payroll processing, there are many 
different types of output reports. Some of these are 
required by law, others are helpful to management 
for analysis purposes. The following are required 
by the Federal Government: 

1. Form 941A, a quarterly return which must be 
filed with the District Director of Internal Revenue 
to report the full amount of taxes due for the 
previous quarter--that is, both income tax withheld 
from wages and employee and employer FICA taxes 
paid. 
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2. W-2 Form, a report which each employee 
must receive on or before each January 31 or at the 
termination of employment. This report shows the 
total wages subject to income tax withholding, the 
amount of income tax withheld, the amount of FICA 
employee tax withheld, and the.amount of wages 
subject to this tax. 

3. Form 941 (reverse side), an annual recon
ciliation of income tax withheld. It must be filed 
on or before January 31 of each year. In addition, 
the employer must submit a copy of all W-2 forms 
furnished employees for the preceding calendar 
year. 

4. Form 940, the annual return which must be 
filed for Federal Unemployment Tax (Federal U-C). 

In addition to the above, the employer must file 
reports and pay unemployment taxes and withholding 
taxes to the various state and local authorities. 

other reports that are a necessary part of the 
payroll procedure include payroll and deduction 
registers, checks and earnings statements, and 
labor cost reports. Payroll and deduction registers 
(Figure 61) are the permanent records of the 
earnings and deductions of all employees. They 
provide the entry amounts to the general ledger of 
payroll expense, tax and deduction liabilities, and 
total funds required for deposit to proper bank 
accounts. In some cases they take the place of em
ployee history records. 

The form of the payroll register to be produced 
varies with individual payroll requirements. As 
far as possible, all the information related to an 
employee's wages should be shown on one line of the 
payroll register. If the number of deductions is 
large, it may be advisable to group certain deduc
tions, or even total deductions, into one column of 
the report and to supplement this total with the 
individual deduction registers. Form capacity of 
the payroll register may be increased, when 
necessary, by designing the register with two lines 
of printing for each employee. 

Where checks are used as the means of payment, 
it may be desirable to show the check number on the 
payroll register so that one record serves as both a 
check register and payroll register. 

Payment of wages by check eliminates the 
problem of handling large amounts of cash and also 
satisfies the need for an employee pay receipt. The 
ease with which checks can be distributed is partic
ularly important where the wages must be mailed or 
distributed to employees remote from the payroll 
department. IBM card checks serve a twofold pur
pose: they are an authentic medium of payment, and 
they furnish an automatic means of bank reconcili
ation. 

A provision of the Social Security law requires 
that the employer render the employee a statement 
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of earnings and taxes deducted from wages at the 
time of each payment. When checks are used, this 
statement can be a stub of the check. Where there 
are many voluntary deductions (such as insurance, 
union dues, rent, food, clothing and others), the 
deductions are usually itemized on the check stub. 

IBM card checks may be designed with attached 
earnings statement stubs, in either continuous or 
cut-card (separate) form (Figure 62). They also 
furnish a means of automatic bank reconciliation. 
The card checks, upon return from bank clearing 
operations, are sorted to check-number sequence 
and automatically matched with the duplicate check 
cards. Unmatched duplicates are listed for out
standing check totals. 

One of management's tasks is to control labor 
costs so that business operations will be more 
profitable. A unique contribution of the IBM method 
is its ability to extract the vital management data 
hidden in the maze of details. 

Applying the IBM method to payroll and labor 
cost routines gives management at all levels the 
data needed for reviewing critically and construc
tively the activities of the organization. Original 
documents used to fulfill the recordkeeping require
ments (timecards, payroll records, etc.) are used 
to produce this data. The records are completely 
flexible and lend themselves to easy and rapid 
calssification, reclassification and summarization 
to provide management the answers to such questions 
as: 

• What is the average number of hours worked by 
our employees? 

• How many employees, by age group, do we 
have? 

• What is our labor turnover? Number hired? 
Number separated? 

• In what departments is our labor turnover 
excessive? 

• What is our average hourly earnings rate by 
occupation? 

• How many man-hours do we have available by 
department? 

• How much idle time have we by department? 
• Is our absenteeism excessive? Where? Why? 
• What are our average hourly earnings by 

employee, sex, age, marital status, etc. ? 
• What are our average incentive and overtime 

earnings? 
• Do our actual expenses for indirect labor con

form to the anticipated or budgeted amounts? 
• What is our daily employee and departmental 

efficiency as compared with standards? 
• F or what were our payroll dollars spent? 
• What are our machine and manpower require

ments for the planned production schedule? 
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PAYROLL PROCEDURES 

There are basically three types of payroll pro
cedures: salary, hourly, and incentive. The basic 
difference among the three procedures is the 
manner in which gross pay is determined; beyond 
that point the procedures may follow similar 
patterns. There will, however, be variations 
because of company poliCies, type of industry, 
location, etc., as well as the type of equipment used. 

Salary Payroll 

In regard to salary payrolls, the following general
izations can be made: 

1. The employee is paid a fixed amount for a 
specific pay period. 

STATEMENT OF EARNINGS 
NOT NEGOTIABLE 

THIS IS A STATEMENT OF" YOUR EARNINGS AND DEDUCTIONS 

DETACH AND RETAIN F"OR YOUR PERSONAL RECORDS 

soc soc NO I ',"'OO'NO'NG 1'0' FOe'I'. WO ...... N ,. 'OO"'W, 
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THE GENERAL CORPORATION 

2. The employee is not penalized for normal 
absences or latenesses. 

3. The employee mayor may not be paid for 
overtime. In general, employees working in 
supervisory capacities or earning over a specified 
amount are exempt from payment for overtime. 

4. The principal exception from the fixed pay
ment results from overtime earnings. 

5. Vacation time is given with pay. 
6. The time of each employee is generally 

charged to only one expense or clearing account. 
In a salary payroll a high percentage of earnings, 

tax withholdings, voluntary deductions and other 
factors remain constant from one pay period to the 
next. In some cases, however, there are variations 
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which should be considered. As an example, 
salary payrolls may in some companies include a 
pension plan (as a payroll deduction and/or a 
company contribution), a stock purchase plan, a 
personal savings plan, or bonus plan based on 
gross salary. It may also be necessary to accum
ulate absences (for example, in civil service) or to 
account for the number of vacation days taken. 
Furthermore, in a sales organization, commissions 
may be paid in addition to the base salary. 

The IBM System/360, Model 20, is not only 
capable of handling the routine payroll procedure 
with a minimum of effort, but can also simplify the 
handling of exceptions and additional data which 
might be required. For example, the five pockets 
on the MFCM eliminate sort/separate runs neces
sary on conventional equipment. The MFCM's two 
feeds allow merge operations to take place with 
calculating, thus make separate collating and 
calculating operations unnecessary. Internal speeds 
and storage capabilities allow calculations that re
quire several passes with the punched card conven
tional method to be done in one pass, and control 
can be established in any possible combination of 
input and output files required for the given opera
tion. 

Two approaches to salary payroll follow--one 
using the MFCM and one using a card reader and a 
card punch. 

MFCM Approach 

The flow of data in the MFCM approach is shown in 
Figure 63. 

1. Master payroll, deduction, and previous 
year-to-date cards are pulled from the file and 
placed in the primary feed of the MFCM. Overtime 
and adjustment cards are placed in the secondary 
feed and the two card decks are merged. During 
this run, the system computes the overtime amounts 
and establishes department controls for standard 
gross pay, overtime gross pay, total pay, overtime 
hours, total deductions, total FIT, total FICA, 
total SUI (where applicable), net earnings, as well 
as previous and new year-to-date totals. 

There are various methods of reporting and 
recording overtime hours and computing overtime 
payments. In some cases, the total hours worked 
and the overtime hours are recorded; then gross 
earnings = (total regular and overtime hours worked 
x hourly pay) + 1/2 (overtime hours x hourly pay). 
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Another method used is called premium hours. 
Under this approach the person responsible for 
reporting time halves the actual overtime hours 
worked and reports this as premium hours. Gross 
earnings then = (total of all hours worked x hourly 
pay) + (premium hours x hourly pay). 

When it is necessary to report overtime payment 
separately, it is obtained by multiplying the over
time hours worked by 1 1/2 times the h9urly pay. 

In the conventional punched card method, it is 
necessary to compute overtime in a calculator run 
and establish controls in a separate accounting 
machine run. 

2. The merged deck from step 1 is placed in the 
primary feed and blank year-to-date, current 
earnings and check reconciliation cards (dual-card 
format) are placed in the secondary feed. During 
this run, the system (1) prepares the payroll 
register, (2) punches a current earnings card, a new 
year-to-date card and a check reconcilation card, 
and (3) selects overtime and previous year-to-date 
cards and merges the current earnings, new year
to-date, and reconciliation cards into the file. 

Punching the check reconciliation card on this 
run eliminates a reproducing step necessary in the 
punched card conventional approach. 

3. In this run, the check and earnings statement 
are prepared using the merged deck from the 
previous step in the primary feed and collated blank 
checks and earnings statements in the secondary 
feed. With the optional interpreting device on the 
MFCM, the checks and statements are printed on 
the same run, saving a separate run for interpreting. 
The checks and earnings statements have identifying 
codes punched into them to assure punching and 
printing data on the proper cards. Since the check 
number was punched into the reconciliation card it 
is used to control the proper punching of the card 
check. 

A check register is also written on this run. The 
totals developed are used to balance against the 
controls established in run 1. 

Master, deduction, current earnings, new year
to-date, and reconciliation cards are selected into 
separate pockets for further analysis or for filing, 
thus saving a separate sort. At the same time, it 
is also possible to separate bond issue cards, stock 
issue cards, or any other special deduction cards 
for further analysis or processing. 
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Card Reader/Card Punch Approach 

The flow of data for a salary payroll in this 
approach is shown in Figure 64. In the first rill1, 
the merged master, deduction and year-to-date 
cards are proof-listed. In the second run, the 
overtime cards are ex"tended and the controls for 
overtime printed. 

1. After the controls are established, the over
time cards are merged with the master, deduction 
and previous year-to-date cards. This file is 
placed in the card reader, and blank year-to-date 
and current earnings cards (dual-card format) are 
placed in the card punch. During this run, the 
gross-to-net calculations are performed, the payroll 
register is printed, and the current earnings and 
new year-to-date cards are pW1ched. The check 
number is printed on the payroll register and 
pW1ched into the current earnings card. 
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2. The master and deduction cards are 
separated from the year-to-date earnings and 
sorted with the current earnings and new year-to
date cards. 

3. The file is placed in the card reader and 
blank check reconciliation tards are placed in the 
card pW1ch. In this run, the checks and statements 
are prepared and a check reconciliation card is 
pW1ched. After the rW1, the master, current earn
ings, deduction, and new year-to-date cards are 
separated and filed. 

4. The check reconcilation cards are processed 
to create the check register. This run can be 
eliminated, since the check number is printed on 
the payroll register. If the check number is 
pW1ched into the current earnings card, a separate 
reconciliation card is unnecessary. 
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J ob-Rated Payroll 

In a job-rated payroll, the employee is paid for the 
particular job he performs on the basis of an hourly 
rate. There are two general methods of deciding 
hourly rates--by occupation and by individual. 
Under the occupation-rated method, no matter who 
works at a specific job, the hourly rate is the same. 
Under the employee-rated method, the hourly rate 
is set for the individual, no matter what job he 
performs. Because, in either case, gross pay 
equals hourly rate times hours worked, the typical 
procedures which follow work for both methods. 

There are many procedures used to record hours 
worked and hourly rate in punched card form. They 
range from manual recording methods to automatic 
teleprocessing methods. For example, in some 
companies, employees' daily work records are 
filled in by the foreman for each job performed. 
These records are audited by the payroll depart
ment and batched for card punching. Job cards are 
punched and verified, and a proof list is run to 
balance against the proof tape. 

In other companies, teleprocessing equipment is 
used to report job times. In this case, job cards 
are punched, verified, and attached to shop orders 
before they are released to the first manufacturing 
department. At the start of each job, the employer 
transmits to the data processing department the 
start time using these job cards. In the data 
processing department, the information that is 
transmitted is recorded in punched card form and 
includes all the data from the job card as well as 
employee identification and start time. At the end 
of the shift, or daily, the job cards are sorted by 
man number within department and zero-balanced 
to the total hours of the shift. Any discrepancies in 
time are indicated for investigation. 

The processing methods that follow assume that 
job cards are punched with man number, hours 
worked, rate, job number, etc. 

MFCM Approach 

The processing of these job cards using the MFCM 
approach is shown in Figure 65. 

1. Weekly, the daily job cards are sorted by 
man number within department and placed in the 
primary feed of the MFCM. Deductions and 
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previous year-to-date cards are placed in the 
secondary feed. In this run, the two decks are 
merged, and a proof control sheet is created for 
further balancing. If rates are not included in the 
job cards, the job cards are sorted by rate code and 
merged with rate cards. A separate processing run 
is then required to punch rate amount. (This step 
is not shown on the flowchart.) 

2. After all balancing has been done, the newly 
merged deck is placed in the primary feed of the 
MFCM, and blank year-to-date cards and current 
earnings cards are placed in the secondary feed. 
During this run, the payroll is calculated from 
source (gross) to net and earnings are punched into 
the current earnings cards along with check number. 
This enables the current earnings card to be used as 
a reconciliation card at a later date. A payroll 
register is printed at this time which also includes 
the check number, and the new year-to-date card is 
punched and selected into a pocket along with the 
master, weekly time, current earnings, and 
deduction cards. The previous year-to-date and 
job cards may be selected into separate pockets for 
further analysis or filing. 

3. The check and earnings statements can be 
produced in one of two forms. They may be printed 
checks produced on the printer or punched card 
checks produced by putting blank card checks and 
statements into the secondary feed of the MFCM. 
If the latter method is chosen, the card checks and 
statements may also be interpreted using the 
interpreter device on the MFCM. At the same time 
the master, time, deduction and year-to-date cards 
may be selected into separate pockets for further 
analysis or filing. It is possible to create a 
separate check register if a card check is punched. 
This separate register, however, can be eliminated, 
since the check number appears on the payroll 
register. If checks are printed and a separate check 
register is desired, it can easily be prepared by 
using the MFCM for a separate run. 

As in the salary payroll, special deductions are 
easily handled by punching a code into the card, 
selecting these cards immediately for special 
processing, or using the codes to handle special 
processing at a later date. 

Because of the speed of calculating, the extension 
of rate times hours does not have to be punched into 
the job cards. The calculations are remade when
ever necessary for labor distribution. 
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Card Reader/Card Punch Approach 

Another approach that can be taken is to use a 
configuration that includes a separate reader and a 
separate punch rather than the MFCM. The flow of 
data for this approach is shown in Figure 66. 

1. Each week, the job cards are sorted by man 
number and merged with a deck containing master, 
deduction and previous year-to-date cards. The 
deck containing the master, deduction, and previous 
year-to-date cards would have been run through the 
Model 20 for a proof control listing before merging 
with the job cards. 

2. The merged deck of cards is placed in the 
card reader. Current earnings and year-to-date 
blank cards are placed in the card punch. During 
this processing run, the gross-to-net calculations 
are made, the payroll register is printed including 
check number, and the new current earnings and 
new year-to-date cards are punched. 

3. The master and deduction cards are selected 
on a sorter and merged with the new current earn
ings and year-to-date cards for check-writing 
purposes. These cards are placed in the card 
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reader and blank check reconciliation cards in the 
card punch. In this run the checks and statements 
are written and check reconciliation cards are 
punched. (The current earnings card can be used as 
the reconciliation card by punching check number 
into it when it is created.) The master, current 
earnings, deductions, and year-to-date card are 
sorted for filing or further analysis. 

4. The check reconciliation cards are processed 
through the Model 20 to create the check register. 
This may be eliminated because the payroll register 
contains the check numbers. 

SUMMARY 

In comparing any of the payroll procedures on the 
System/360, Model 20, with punched card conven
tional methods, it can be seen that many of the steps 
involved in the conventional method are combined in 
the System/360, Model 20, method. The separate 
machine processing steps include (1) calculating, 
punching and checking, (2) printing, and (3) collating. 
All of these are combined in one run on the System/ 
360, Model 20, method. 
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